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TO THE, INSTRUCTOR'

.THE.JOB ENTRY .PACKAG
(

i ' , . . ;

S. .

The materials in this package.have been developed in two distinct
. i , .' '. 4

a1--;sections -7the developmental phase. which looks closely a th fob
. ., -

4, c
.

andthe student, 'and the-Cdrriculum phase designed for-actual
0

'

student use (I,earning%Act.ivit Packages: These two' components
...._

4
. .

, .

together form a "JobEntry" -; a ilnit of,wOrk which, When completed
. -

.. -- -

by the student, insures his training-in a designated-job skill.

!

COMPONENTS OF THE JOB ENTRY PACKiNGE.
. .

4.

I
.

.

.
Developmental or Preliminary-Phase - (blue sheets) placed at-

the' beginning of the Job Entry for use by the instructor.

. t .

Includes the following components: . .
.

-

-A: Description of Student Population: designed to describe

the type of student for whathe curriculum was developed.

B. Job DestrS:iption: a brief'description of the' job. -"Phis

forms the basis for developing the' job entry curriculum.
(Course Description is used in "Introduction" Backs.)

C. Task Listing Sheet: a breakdown of the job into specifit

- 0- tasks. (Not included.in "Introduction" packs.)

J.

D Task Det aillng 'Sbe6ts: placed before each learpirkractivity
padkalje to 'icndicate steps in perfording specific vocational
tasks.b.eing dealt with_ in package; includes- the type of

perfOi-mance of each task (manipulation,-discrimination,
recall, etc.) and the learning difficultc, of each. Wot
included.in "Introduction" packs.) Vocational instructional
objectives are fashioned from these details.

. -Z6 gi4
E. Job.Prerequisitsj listing of standarakstudenat must meet

before gaining ejitrandeto a specific job entry study.
.

F. Prerequisi to Teat% Necklist to be used by the nstruttot
to det`erm-i.:u if student moots stated prerequisites: En- .

clinics hu000stod yp:k of totits t: bo lised.

1a
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a

G. Job Objectives: .d composite list of all vocational and
related academic objectives which must beimet by student

in order to.be certified in a particular,job entry. .In-
dividual LAP packages are fashioned from 'these objectives.

e II. Curriculum Phase 7 (white sheets) for use by student's. One LAP" .

pack e is developed to correspond with each task detailing

sheet. The LAP package includes both vocational materials and

fused, related academic material in a variety Of .

-

Includes the following components:

's A.. directions.
. . .

.

. .

B.. goal of package: states package's broad bb)ective and in.=

'cludes statement. Of minimum acceptable performance.

C. specific objectives: states the expected behavioi-charigee - -

in the student. .

.

.
.

.

D. activities: those specific things student must do to
.

accomplish stated,specific.objectives. ',.
.

E. study an d work sheets: Tricluded within'package for parti-

cular activities. .
. - .

. F. Pretest: a test instrument to be 'adminis'tered-before '"

- giving students package; this is used to deterUine if the

students need to co r, within _package. If student

proves_ his competencyn may take post test and, if results

ere satisfactory, procee to the -next LAP.
.

G. Post Test a test instrument to be,. administered upon com-

pletion of learning activity package. ,If student completes
successfully; he may continue to next LAP

,
within job entry.

.
.

- .-

H. Evaluation sheet: a checklist used by the instructor
.

to

record student-progress. -.
.

,

.

Bibliography_-:

a

Bibliography: a composite list"of.ell reference material

used within

P.

SUGIMSTIONS FOR IMPLEMENTATION OF LEARNING ACTIVITY PACKAGES

-Using imdlvidualized instruction, (LAPs), requires some .changes

inclass.room methods. Since Lndividualizing instuction.allowS the

-

.5
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e

.

student to .move at his own pace according-to his,particular. dbirities;
. -.

,
.

'

.

it, allows him t6 gain. self-reliance; it also neodssitates that- 'the"'
.- -.

. _ . r

instructor assume, the -additional roTe of.m4nger anp.dlrector:

Individu'alized instruct&on prods the student to plot his man'

.

-

_course, while the instructor -acts as a guide to inure 1that Course;

.
.

a A

is -1.s:fruitful, one.
r ;

;1.

-
z

,

The following suggestiovrarp.designed to aid the instructor ,in
t

4his new
s-

role'es. classroom, Manager and director. .

f -

' ,

1% For activities involving cl;.scussions, films, speakers, field-

\trips or demonstratioms by instructor, grOup,participation is

oftdn necessary. In-such.cases the .instructor should- simply

stop ind4mi.dual:work-on LAPs-and proceed with. group activities.

If.necesseryi.studentsmay be briefly refreshed at the appro-

priate tiMe onfiConten of demonstration, film,/ etc., either by

teacher, le.31:bw student or p1inted 'outline of material Covered:.
-

If available; a resource center containing,films, tapes, etc.,

could also be utilized to allow the student mistecra .

-9-croup film' showing,. etc, to "catch up" indj.vidualay.

2. Teachers often find themselves swamped with studenbs clamoring

tohav& activities checked,- evaluation sheets signed, etc.

A good method for avoiding this is to design a\''Key" for

N1-each LAP for at least for those.actiyities where: a "Key" method

-would be plausible), allow the 'student to grade his Own'LAPs

'and, 'if dctired, cpmplete his own evaluation sheet.
r

--f _

This method 'has the advantage of llowing the:Student to see ,
r

why he has "missed" ,a particular _question. Seeing the correct

answer will force him to re-evaluate his thinking and, thus,

rtnhanCe the learning process. If he does not understand a par=

t-,icular answer, he-has this opportunity to discuss it with the

instructor and correct his thinking before taking the post test;

Secondly, by completing his-.12wirevaluatitin sheet, thv student

C!?irg,a ens_e_ni_pccomplishment as,eaCh activity 'is 'checked Off

and he'evaluates histprogress and recognizes_ any weak areas.

Of course,' there Is th,e problem of the dishonest student who.

cooies the "Key." The solutlion to-this problem is to design a

most to which i5 comprehensivp enough to cover all material

,within a package. This post test is then graded by the instruc-

tor. At this time,.the_student -who hes cheated in' his .package

cqmploetion will he exposod4/and.cdn be instructed to redo the-
,

puckage's a(`tivi4$ ips. This procedprc shifts the responsibility1.-

a

V.

,-; i I
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e

LAPs
.

for proper completion of L to. the shoulders Of the student,-
:

. ,

eliminating irritating and unnecessary,prodding.by, the .1

instructor.. . .
,

.
.

HINT: It is a good idea to establish a permapent area for use -
...- '

.
of the "Key" to avoid its beirig misplaced.

..-. ,-
.

'-

3. 'One classroom ,procedure which avoids a great deal 6f corlf,ision
and use of, teacher time is the development of a good filing

system. 'stem.
.

_ .
.,

.

It is,a good idea to use a filing cabinet (boxes will do) to:.

hold all LAPs, Heys, Supplemental Material, 'etc., to be utilized

by students. Label these clearly to allow the Students to get

materials as they are'needed. This will eliminate h necessity
-of interrupting the.teacher each Lime a reSolre. is needed.

HINT:- If desired, students can be required t sign for materials

on a sign out sheet.

4. J. file folder shJuld be maintained for each student; evaluation

checkligts, indicating successful completion orstated objective;
should be-,faithfully filed in this folder'. Pretests'and.post
tqsts may also be included as a part of the student's file.

.

'. '5. A record should-be made charting student progress_; in the comple-

tiOh of. LA s. The following example might be2emplpyed!

LAP 1 LAP: #2 JJAP..#3:

Student's
Name

10

.3
'

I.

I
_

Date Completed .

. . -,

P.T. grade:

COMMENTS :
I .4. --... ...

f a 1

.. .

11

b

.1

II

4

1

'

II II

.
. - .

.

6

.

4

.

r

u II

c.

.
-

.
II

.

u ,

_.....

.

Students often learn best by workityg"in teams;. pair Or. group

studentsand allow them t9 work togethek <whenever ractical.,

et brighter stusionts help sibl;ier ones.
se441.,

7
4
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If a student rcaekes an activity 'which rdeliliz,:es a_partner- (role
play ;ng, ptc.), ask if any other stuAents..in-the c3.4-re,about
ready for the particular 'activity 7 so, let those,Students2*.
work together. If a student eppeard to_be eitliet.far..ahead or' ,

far behind in his activites, it may be'necesSlaiy for the instruc-.
for to be the "partner,"

I, , =

. . ..". .
- . , - .

.
. .

.

7. Ito ilight be-hellpftil to post a printed list.:oZ class procedures,.
and ...inclUde the locatiCA of ,various materials. vinCdrporated in

,.--
.

LAPs. .

;.. e.
.

% ,, A :4 'N

8. If a few students are moving ahead of the plass,e you:may wish
.to design supplemental packages which-go into greater depth on '

the subjectbeing studied, or include ;enrichment" activities
Within regular pAckages to be done by those Who have exeeptipgall
capabilities. ,

, T t , a

9. Where the teats approach is Utilized and the studefit.useS the,same
packagg in a number of classes ,:it is often. wise fo;.the teaAee :
or tearther's aide to collect and distribute. pa-aa.4es to avOid

losg. .
, . , " .

e ,

., r * . . :... ...--
._ -,

10. - It is also suggested that the instructor maintain a .master ',01,Y

of all materials used indicating necessary, change's for; purposes
. y -0.

of future revision. . ,0 . -

,Though it does involve some changes in methods and philosoPhyl-
r

the individualized LAP approach has many advantages andPgreat poten
.,

tial for meeting the needs of all learners. Through' implementation
1 - , .

of the above suggeStions,and- additional ideas of your owh, you'vill ,
,.!,

ind it a rewarding and exciting. teaching,exdPerience.
. ,;. .,

-t

a

1

8
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.,ffLECTRIUTY

-

DESCRIPTIbN\ OFD STUDE&T-POPULATIoa,-'

V

.... 2..----i-.-, -,--,
s1,.. .

------
r

Physical'-Char&ceristics - - Male, 14-18 yearsold:Tairly strong

. and agile, good vision and the .use of
. .. both handsk .

N
."

:9-12 grade educatibn, generally below -,
average:r.eiting level; most know simplp

.

arithmetic gperatio4s, bill- PAnnnveial-

..
qurate rapidly or perform algebeaic'"

.
Operations. A few can. read and do
math at gilad'level, :,

..,

OS

Education

MotiVation.

Interests 7

Attibudes, Biases and
.

Prejudices '

Desire td learn a skill'and obtain a
good payingjob in thetelectrical
field. A few are not interested in
their trade. Many desire cars, motor-
cyc4es and girls.

r

Like to work with their hands. Enjoy"
both indoor Add' outdoox work.. Many
ajoy sports competition, chess., -

checkers and playing cards.

. t

Sombaive in a. poor environment, otherS
enjoy a good home and family life..All
are friendly and like tp,havesfunf,
Several! act immature andLare mischie-
vous. Many dislike aca,dekdi,c p4bjedts,,
but will work, to obtairrasatisfaictbil
grade. A few will compete again-se'
their Peers for grades.% .

4,1

4

NV.

% 4
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'ELECTRICri'Y
.o \*

'-

JOB 'DESCRIPTIO N

- , .

,
...

..

JOB ENTRY - "ELECTRICAL APPLIANCE SEIWICENIAN (MAJOR RESISTIVE TYPE).
. I - '4 . 4.

A

1

:

0

-An,tlecr6iCal Appliance Serviceman (Mjor Resistive !N;pel.has

1-1162- 4'
taultlicomponents, found in electriP.

-roaster-broiler6,,electtric coffee maken
.

electric hair dryers,

electric ranges, automatic Clothes dryers, electric'lamps,..01ecrip'

, , '. ..
.

skillets,
0 eleottic hpt water heaters,, electric popdorn poppers and

.. .

,. electric waffle irons. He hats Ehe ability to latilize the required
....

test ec,juipMent.

4

'
4

pp

44

"

f

0

C -

CA

4

.

46

sq

10

.1
4

0

Igs

4
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JOB- ENTENTRY' -- ELECTRICAL APPLIANCE. SERVICEMAN (MAJOR RESISTIVE TYPE)
;..... 0 ,. ...

%rd.
- ..,.------"::-..

. ,
..

ft, ,.-
I

0 .. ' FREQUENCY OF LEARNING'
,Nn.- ' TASK PERFORMANCE,. IMPORTANCE DI'F'Fi6uvryi

. , 't ,. ,

. , ,

a. D.Nassembles and, - , ' 1

\. .'
-I ,` .' V.-.reattembIeketLecf.tiC

i

; , \-..

lamps...Checks for .

prAper.soperatiori. ). Frequently 1
!

fioderate,
,

. ,
2 , Disassembles and= t .

.:; - .4 .reassembles electric ,

coffee 'maker . Checks AA is

for 'proper Operation Frequently $4 2 . Moderate_
1

.. ,
.

_.
Disassembles 'and. '. .

reasem6les-electrid . , 4 tt1 .

hair. dryer, . Checks -: Cince in ,
for proper operation . a- While

0 :
J. .t:' Isiioerate

. .
_.-:

DiSassembd.eS. and-- 1

reassembles _ electric
popcora-popper- 5

f ,6,
. Ch'ecks for propel. Once irl _ -:f.;-

, a Whild , Moderate
1,

operation, .. ?

Di -Se's-semi:Si-es and
re asserrOles electric . - . ,..

- -' - 'skillet. Checks for Oribe- in , .0 ,' , - -

proper opera talon. a While 2 . Moderate* ,

..-- ' .., - ,

Once in
a 4while ,

ELECTRICITY

TASK 'LISTING ,S,HEET

'

,

'.11.isaseembles.oane
reassembleS ele2ctr4s
waffle iron. Chi' _:)
.fo, Proper operation,

,

70, D.i4s4ss
.embles" and ,

. te.aSserribles ele:Ctrc
roaster-broiler. ...

-Check.; f'or proper Once in'
plie.rat i.on . -,.- ,a While

*Disassembles and :, - .

reassUmbles elecqic
ranges. Checks fdr . . .

proper operation ' 17,trequently
. ,

11

/. .

.2 Moderete-

4

Moderate
.

Difficult
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ELECTRICITY

i TASK LISTING SHEET

4.

jOH. ENTRY - ELECTRICAL APPLIANCE SERVICEMAN (MAJOR RES
,

NO. TASK

a

c
TIva TYPE)

FREQUENCY OF n .

PERFORMANCE' IMP3RTANCE

9 _ Disassembles and-- .
,._..,

re'aSsembl-e-S'hot.
water 114.aer.
Checks. foproper
operatibn . Frequently

,

\

10
e
Disassembles and

,

reassembles automatic
clothes xyer. Check's

- for proper operation

O

Frequently ,

0

3

4

ir?

a

R.

12

0

0

1
10,

04

O

,LEARNING
A4FFICULTY-

Difficult

O

Difficult .



ELECTRICITY
.1

0

JOB PREREQUISITES

JOB.ENTRY - ELECTRICAL - APPLIANCE SERVICEMAN

C

(MAJOR RESISTIVE TYPE)

1. -The,,student must have successfully completed theOrientation
Package (1A1) .

,- ., .

2 .The student must have Suc.ceSsfulli completed the Safety package

(1A2
. .

- ).
.

--
--

3. The student-must 11.a.ie\he use of both,hands.

4:- _T_hedent_,must have at least functional vision.

..
..

-.5-.-.7'4e student must 1?e able to read at foUrth.grade level.

-1- A
1

\

6* .Normal color;Vision.is desirable, but not eentiai.
.

. .:-

..\ .

7: AssOle-knowledge of. basic arithmetic operation; including

addition-, subtractions
'

multipliCat zAion,..And-divison.

1.

8. Assume that the student's biases or ptejudtces.are not so .

strong, as to prevent himfrom interacting with a wide variety

-4 'of.c-usomers.
°

-

0

4.

J

° QX t
....

O

0. 0

V



EftetRTI4TY
.

PREREQUISITE TEST

JOB;ENTRY - ELECTRICAL. APPLIANCE SERVICEMAN (MAJOR RESISTIVE TYPE)'

AV

.

1. . The student has_successfullY completed the

;
Orientation packag4 (1A1). Classroom records.

. .

2. The student has successfully completed the

Safety pack-age ElA2). ClassrpQm records:

she-student has-the use of both hands.
Teacher cifigaion.

Yes-' No

4. The 'student has functional vision: '

Teacher: -observation or vigiontest.

5... The student'can read at a fourth grade level.
Teacher to administer R.P.U.,Reading Test.

.-. Score Reading Level..

The student has normal colOr vision._
reacher observation or test.

The Itudenthas basic computative skills.
Teacher to admix ister W.g.A.T. or'L.S.I.
Math Test.

score 'Grade Level,

The student is able to interact with a wide,

variety of custoters. Teachet judgment.

9

0

0

l4'

C

S - I

r.

{,

to

An
1.

03

4
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LECTRICITY

OB OBJECTIVES

d -

JOB ENTRY - ELECTRICALS APPLIANCE SERVICEMAN ,,(MAJOR RESISTIVE TYPE)

-
To deVeltp,in: tfie electrical repair

student the ability to

recogn-i -ze, dis semble and reassembld the `different types

-and major-comp nents.of electric lamps as evidenced by his, 't

ability'to co plete .the followirig with 100% accuracy:

__a. List al/illustrate five typeg'of-elect.ric'lamps.

Describ in writing the operating principles of an

electr-Tamp:
.

-
-

- .. -%
.

-c. 'Explain in writing the operatirig principles Of a three-:
.

o

a

way electric lamp.

t. List five major components of.ah electric lamp.

e. Describe in writing the function of each of the "five

ma:jor_components of an electric lamp.

_0
.

Disassemble an electric lariVi
)r

,
Demonstra e the proper nr,procee for checking an electric

lamp usin an ohmmetr.

h. ReasskMble an electric lamp and check for.,proper operation.
-,.....-

2. To develop in the electrical repair-student the ability, to

recognize, disassemble and reassemble the different types of

electric coffee makers as:evidenced by his ability to complete

the following. with 75% accuracy. 1'

**. '

a, List in writing two given t.rpes of electric coffee makers.

b.
..

.,.

Explain in viting the .operating principles of two given

types of dlectric coffee makers. , .
0

..:41Z,:t live major components of an,e1qtric coffee maker.

d. Explain .t)2 writing the TunCtion'ofsfive major components

`oT an electric coffee maker.

e. Disassemble an electric'coffee maker.

f? Using" ary ohmmeter, demonstrate the proper -procedvre for

-checking the electrical components of an electric coffee

'tmakb.r.

X



A

1

JOB OBJECTIVES cont.
..

.

G.

Jr

a

g. Reassemble an electric coffee maker and
.

operation.
-

h. Draw the schematic circuit diagram of a
' brewer type of electric coffee maker.

-

To develop in the electrical repair student the-ability to .

recognize, disassemble, fepair and.reassembie electrical
hair dryers as evidenced by his..abilit-y to complete the
following with. 75% accuracy- 7

.2.

47.

check-for proper

--
percolator and

a. Lrst the three major components of an electric lair dryer'.

b. Describe-in writing the function of each major component
ocean electrical hair drier.

c.- Disassemble an electric hair dryer.

.d.. Us..ng an ohmmeter, demonstrate, the,proper procedure for.
checking the motor of an electribal hair dryer.

_Reassemble an electricai hair dryer and,check for proper
operation, i

4. To develop in the electrical repair student the ability to
disassemble, repair and reassdmble ari electric popcorn popper
as evidenced by his ability to 'complete ,the,followirig with

75% accuracy.
/

. 'a, List three major components of an electric popcorn popper.

b. Explaintin writing the operating principle of an electric
popcorn popper.

2

~c.c. Draw.th'e internal electrical circuit an electric popcorn
popper. v

. Demonstrate the proper procedure.for checking an electric
popcorn popper., using an ohmmeter. .."'

c. Disassemble an electric pOpcopl popper.
%

4

f. Reassemble an electric popcorn popper and check for proper
*operation.

.1"

5.. To develop in the electrical repair student the ability to.
dibassemble, repair'and reassemble an electric skillet as
evidenced by his ability tb complete the following with
100-t accuracy-. ----

a., Idst four major components of an electric skillet,

16
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----J0B-OBJECTIVES-cont-_
,

j

_

r

Describe in writing the operatingprineiple of an electric

skillet.
No

tr,

Describe iii writing the fdnction of the four major components

of an electric skillet. .

d. - Draw the electrical circ,it of an electric skillet:.

_ . .-
- .

e'.:, Disassemble an electric-skillet,
-,

, .

-,
.... . .

f. Using' an ofimmeter,-check an electric skillet for shorts,

-- grounds and dontinutty.. - -.

...
.

.

g.. Reassemble an electriesk illet and check for proper operation.
. .

. .

.

-6, To develop in .the electrical repair student the ability to
dxsassemble, repair and reassemble an electric waffle Iron as'
eviden6ed by his.ability to complete the following with 80%

accuracy.

a. List five major'components of an electric waffle iron.
....._ _

.

h Describe the function of each major component of an electric
. waffre: iron. . .

.._

. -,,

.

c. Disassemble an .electric Waffleiront:v_

d." Demonstrate the proper meth for checking the major electrf-.

cal components of an electrical-waffle iron-with an ohmmeter'. ,

_

!Draw the electrical circdit of an electric waffle iron.

f. -9.ssemble an eldctric waffle iron and, check for proper

operation.

/ ,To develop In the elecrtrteal-rqcsitr-studmre-Th-e-al5trity. to

. disassemtle,-repait aksi reassemble electric roasters and broilers

as evidenced. by his ability to complete the following with 01-7_

accuricy. ,

F.4.,%eYIrn7.1,71,1ro/VV:rwnVe,..ernwUrrY1, ... V 1

,List five major components -of an electric roaster-broiler:

D.3.cribe the function of each major component of an electric

roasterbroiler. . .

.:.

c. Disass-emble an electric rdaster-broilet,
.

.

d.. ruirtonstrate the proper method for checking the'heating
eteMents of a Tonster-;broilcr, using "'an ohmmeter.

Draws the electrical circua,t of an electric roaster-broiler.'

Reassemble anelpctric roaSt-broiler and check for.proper

(q)eratifon. -

17
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..JOB OBJECTIVES coht..j -

81.. To develop in the, electrical repair studerit the ability to
' -disassemble, repair and reassemble an eldctric Kane as

evidenced-by hitability.to complete the following with PO%
acCUracy.

J4.

a. . Lis two types'of electrid ralYges.

b. -1.)scribe ih writing the _operating principles of .an electric
.

range. .

c. List five major component's of an electric range: s
,

d- Describe in_ writing the function of each major component
' of an electric range

A

e. Disassemble an electric range. .

f. Demonstrate the proper procedure for removing and.checking
a heating element, of an.electric range, using an ohmmeter:..

..
,g-_____Reas,emble_a range-and-check for proper operation.

.:

b,_Draw the electrical circuit-for a surzade element'haying
three-heat:positions. . .

.

_
9. To develop-1p the 'electrical repair student the ability to

-disassemble, repaix.and reassemble an electric hot water heater

.
as evidenced by his ability to complete the following wit'h 86%11.!,:

acdukacy. _ ______
:. . ..._,.....

, .-.

,a. 'List two types of electric water heaters.,
--

b. Descrlbe in writing thy operating principles of an electric
hot)water heater:'.

c. List five major. components of an electric hot wateaT heater.
.

-
.

. .. .

d. ,Descr+.17tti-f. writing the function of, each major component of
an electric hot water heater. -

. ., .

e 11t .1

.
.

. .-
:.`,NoVe .1e nc from an electric hot water he;tei.

tae, proper procedure of using an ohmMeter to check
rcsi"-..ance of _the 1-,patifig elements of an electric hc*

water h=;,atexA
\ ,

(4. Reinstall the heating,elements in an electric hot water heater
.

.
AN Check:forproper operation. ,

.

.1 .

h. Draw the infernal electric-al circuit of:a '!Dual" element
orOctric Wo wai-er heater.

18
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-- JOB OBJEcTIVES cont.

"?.

10. To develop in the-electrical repair student the abilitto
disassemble, repair and reassemble an automatic cletites dryer
as evidenced by his ability to complete the following -with .80%

accuracy. :

a.- List two general classes of automatic clothes dryers.

b. List five 'essential parts 6,f an automatic clothes dryer.

c. 'Describe, in writingthe-function of the five essential
parts of an automatic clothes dryer.

d. Describe in writing the operating principles of the two
geneial ClaSses of automatic 'clothes. dryers,

-. e. Remove the resistance heaters froth an eledtric automatic
clothes dryer and with_an,dhmilieter, check 1he_fidater for*"

proper-Ohmic-value.
,

. Disassemble an electric and/or as automatic clothes_dryer.

g. Reassemble an eleotrican3or,gas automatic. clothes drye-k-

and check-for proper Operation.

h.. : Draw the internal wiring diagram of'a typical, automatic
clothes dryet.

.

-, -

11. To,develop desired,academic skills
,

for job entry,-
Appliance ServicemAn .(1.ajcNr Resistive Type), the electrical
repair student an'asSigned-n.umber of.learning
activities.w.hich involve dadh of the following with 80% accuracV-..

J

a,. Spell, define, prono!Inee and give synonymS for giVen lists
of related words -

b. Write sentences that show the Meanings of a given-list of

words.

c. .List s electrical '.apPliances and_ state in, 'Writing 'the use

.53f each. 4

E'., J,dentify subjects and verb- in, original job related sentences.
, ..-

., e. Ligt nouns from a.group of job related' words:

f, identify nouns, verbs, adjectives and prepositional phrases

. in job related sentences.
1

g. Last 5 ualities that an ,electrical repairman' must possess.
. .- - .

h-. Identify or;illy And/or in writing the purpose of the National!

Electric eode.
, t ., 'I'

4
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JOB OBJECTIVES cont. ,/

6.,

LiSt three tvp4s of genTea'ting plants that make electric
--energy-available to man.

Using selected.references, research, identify and.mark On*
a given map, three.hydfb-electric plants._ t .

k, main-points of a related report by identifying and
'locating Ifydro-eledtkic plants on a given map'bfthe United.'
States.

-

I. Given a map of the United States, label the states in which
hydrd-electric plant.S'are lbaated. .

.

m. Describe in writing the operation of two given types of
electric generating plants.. Of

n. Report in. writing on the origin of electricity used

.area homes.

o. Write reports on men who contributed to the'figld
eleCtric.

,-

p. Demonstrate an understanding of a report on Alexander Grahaffi

Bell.

q. Demonstr'ate the ability to add,-.subtract, multiply and
divide by solving related math.word problems.

--Draw three related geometric shapes.

s, ConqtructAyertital,bar graph showing the number of electric
hot-water heatetg manufactured overa ten year period.

'

-the ,dis6ount and net-price of a given-number-o,.
related problems. -s

21
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TMK DETAILING -SHEET

10

__JOE. ENTRY - ELECTRICAL APPLIANCE SERVICEMAN (MAJOR RESIStIVE TYPE)

. . .

T'ASK.::,,OVERHAUL AND REPAIR.C*ELFThIC LAMPS
.

r

NO STEPS IN PERFORMING-TASK
0

.1 Lists andillustrates five
.types of eleCtric lamps

-

Describes opeiating.grinci-,
pies of an electric.lamp.

ExPlains-opeia'ting princi-
'ples.6f a three-way
electric lamp

1
4: Lists five.major-components

of. an. electric lamp. .

poScribes functions of major
components of an electric
lamp

6 -Diassembles an electric

Demonstrates the proper
prorirp for using an
-ohtmete.r when -checking
an electric lamp

8 Reassembles an electric,
'lame

,

Tests'eleCtric lamp for
proper oReration

°LEARNING-
gYPg OF PERFORMANCE DIFFICULTY

Recall

Recall -

Recall

Recall

Recall

St.

'Moderately
Difficult

Moderate4

Moderately-
Difficult

:.
ModeIately
Difficult'

Mode ately.
Difficult:

,Easy

-

..muderat.
Discrimination' .' Dixfficu -lt

Manipulation

Discrimination,

2

11

Easy-
.

Moderately

.t

I
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ELE'CTRig LAMPS
P1'

INCANDESCENT' LAMP

.& BRIGHT -IDEA -- BE A LAMP DETECTIVE

t.

N.

.1
- .

4

a

ELECTRICAL APPLIANCE SEPSUICEMA NAME
--(MAJOR RESISTIVE TYPE)

LAP sgaBi.

1

.1
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Directions
'

I

ETACTRIC.. LAMPS-

$.;" $ ''3'
1: Alead the entire package" carefully -. If "you. eed,rlaotlpy,,

the instructor =

,*gt. A A
1

- - 4
* A

. 4.t , 'C.,. A

2, See instructor for pretest. . -.
71'

.
, % ,. .

3:- Complete the learning activiti-es. ._ , .41 ' "' = -t' I', - ,,v
,f , . -1 4.e .

'.** ,4. Complete the post test. ,

--:- - _ ,

. , --

A score of'100% is needed on he elec.tri,41rep4ir
.

post tesil-and_a.scord of '80% is heeded on the related
post tests as eVi'dence for ipccetsfUl Completion of

,, this package . °-
(

'-- .' A.il, ,. ;
--ir

,
..-

:<.,

k:
,

"`

-
0 ...

TI Goa : To develop in,the electrical repair student the'abilitlr,
to recognize, disaaSemble and reassemble the different
;types andInajor components of electric lamps.

-

,

TtI, Specific Objectives

'The studerit. ;411 '
i .-0.

---------.. . t
.

,
1. list and illustrate five es of-electric lamps,

2. descHbe in.yr4ing the perating inciples of an electric
,

lamp. ..

, .
'-,

....

3. .explain in writing the -op' rating principle:, Of a three-way
.electric lamp.

. 9

list five major components of anelectKic.laMp.

5. desCribe in writing tLe fu ction of each of the five major
components of lamp.

6. disasSemble an electric laM .

deronstrate the proper procedure for checking ark electric
lamp using an ohmmeter.,

an electric lamp. and check. for proper operation..

identify orally and/or in writing the purpose Of the
National Electrical Code. .- ,

'10. spefl "and define- a givpn -list of rebated. words.

2 3

,.



ELECTRIC-- LAMPS

.Specific Objectives-cont.

11. types of generating plants that make electric energy

available to moni 7t%

12. demoristrate,the,ability to.add, subtract, dmultiply and

-divide by solving related, math word problem4.

_

;

4.-

4-

S.

.4*

1,

24

. .
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.ELECTRIC LAMPS

. Activities, Materials.and Pesourcds 4' /

12 List five. types of electric lapps. Refer 'to: "Hardware and
Device Display Board" looatecl'iarl, electric'lab for this

;information. Use page 4-Of thi's package. ''

..,

, * - . ,

.

2. On.page 4 of this package, draw a.pioture.iilustratingeach'
of the five types of electric lamps., Refer to the follOwing '

resources for aid \in completing this activity:, 'E'lectric and
Electronics Basic, pages 142-147; How .to' Repair Small '-'
/poliancesr Volume2, pages 119 -122.

._
.

3. On page.5 of this package.,_. describe in writing 'the operating

. principlq ,of 'an electric lamp. Use the refe'rences,listed in
activity7#2 6fo r aid in, completing this'aetiVity.

,

,
.

.

.4- On page 5 of this package, explain in writing the operating,
principles of a three-way electric lamp. Refer tp.reflp.renceS

listed/ in activity i2:-
.

5._, List five major components of an electric lamp. Use page 6

'of this package.. .

'
_

On page 6 of this package,_describe in writingthe_function
.of each of the five major coMponentS of an electric iamp.

,-

7. Disassemble an electric lamp.
assistance.

S. DemonstratecApthe instructor
ing an electric lamp using an

_ 60

4
.

.

Seethe instruct* if you need''-

1
,

the proper proceddre-forcheck=
ohmmeter.

., 9. Reassemble an electric lamp end .chek for proper Coperatior
1

f- ,

i1 ,. On page 7 of this pacMge, write dhe or two oh the
,t

J
0

'purpose of,tbe National Electrical Code,,.-Use. the ,,library rah

, classroom materials for 'references as directed bi,the.instructor.
. .

. I .

11. Learn to spell the words On tile' vocabulary list on pages 8-
-------447,0f this package. t

s?,

word on pages 8-10'that you cici
se-tested on all the words.)

12. .Write-.a _clefinion
-:at' already knoW. (You will
(Je.your dictionary!

13. List the three types,of generating, plants that make electric
energy available to us. die `the lib2ary for reference .

Material,

14. Solve the math problems on pates.11 and 12 of this package._

,

25
,
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ELECTRIC _LAMPS

Worksheet for Activities #1 and #.2;..

4

List and illustrate the 5 types of electric lamps.
. .

0. ,

5.

11,

ti

4.."

26
r.
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ELECTRIC LAMPS

Worksheet for Activities #3 and #4:

.
Operating pirincEples? of an electric lamp

v 4

40.

ti
5)

IP

.Operating principles of aitilrep.-waY electric lamp

1.

1

-5-

27
,9*
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-ELECTRIC LAMPS

. Worksheet for Activities #5 and #6:

__COMPONENT---- ,FUNCTION

2.

3.

4.

5.

28

s

41,

0
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ELECTRIC *LAMPS

--WorRgifeet fpr Activity #10:

ea,

4

0

-'7-

29
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ELECTRIC LAMPS

Worksheet far Activities #11 and #12:

1. incandescent -

VOCABULARY

2. bulb -

3. socket -

4. three-way -

5., filament -

6. version

4

7.ionriectors

8. ordinarily

9. insulation

10. knurl1ed

11. asbestos

i

12. eLhor6lass

11.. mooull-

-8- 30

r;
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ELECTRIC LAMPS

or.

Workshee for 'Activities,011 and 012 cont.. VOCABULARY

14. candelabra

/I.

15:
1

medium -

16. intermediate -

17. tungsten -
.

18. oxygen - ,

19. arIon

..r

20. nitrogen -

21. ability -

22. evacuated -

23. flourescent -

24.

25.

vaporized - .

. %

I(

mercury -

.?,

,

... () ...

3 1
-, r
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ELECTRIC. LAMPS

Worksheet for Activities #11 and 412 cont. VOCABULARY

26. -

27. ballast -

rS

32
-10-
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ELECTRIC LAMPS

Worksheet for Activity #14:

1. If 8 lamps (hot) reqtire a total current of 7.76 amps. in
the circuit, what numbex of ampefes would 2, lamps require?
All the lamps are of the same type and each requires,the
same humbei of amperes.

7.7
A

6

2. In replacing 55 lamp bulbs, an apprentice broke 6. What
percent did he break?.

3. A lamp having 25 ohms resistance used 529 watts. How many

amperes does the lamp use?
Watt

Current = ohms

4. A lamp consumes 287 Watts and has a hot resistance of 46

ohms. How many amperes will it take?
287r,

Amps. = 46

. In wiring eight-houses the electricians find that they must
install 68, 58, 87, 69, 74, 57 sockets. What is the total
number of lamps needed?

6. A certain machine room used 2160 watts for bench lighting.
All of these were used by 60 Watt lamps. How many lamps

were connected?

-

33



ELECTRIC LAMPS

Worksheet. for Activity t14

7. What would be the total number of amperes in a circuit if

the following lamps are connected to the circuit': one 25

watt lamp, .21.amp.; one 100 watt lamp., ..92=amp.; one 40

watt lamp, 136 amp. and one 200 watt lamp. 1.82 amps..?

8. -How much current will flow through a lamp that has_a'resistance
. (hot) of 24.5 ohms .and is Connected across'a 115 volt ,circuit?

9. A. lamp with a resistance (hot) of 75 ohms.is connected' across

115 volts. What current will the lamp receive?

10. A lamp that requires a current of 0.72 amp. when connected to

a circuit with a potential (E) of .115 volts will have a

resistance (hot) of how many ohms?

34
r.
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ELECTRICAL APPLIANCE SERVICEMAN (MAJOR RESIBlIVE.TYPE)

ELECTRIC LAMPS

LAP #1B1

PRETEST:. Oral and/or Performance NAME

qt.

1, List five types of electric lamps. (Use display board in

electric lab.)

2. Describe the operating principles of an electric lamp.

ti

3."..Explain the operating principles of a three-way lamp.

4., List fiveMajor components of an electric lamp.

5.. Describe the gmction of each\of the five major components c.

of an electric:ramp.

/ .

6. Demonstrate your abilitX to *.disassemble an electric lamp.

7. Demonstrate your ability to check an electric lamp, using an

ohmmeter.

8. Demonstrate your ability to reassemble an electric lamp and

check for proper operation.

Wes

3J



- ELECTRICAL APPLIANE SERVICEMAN
(MAJ.OR RESISTIVE TYPE)

ELECTRIC LAMPS

LAP #1B1

POST TEST: VOCATIONAL NAME

Directions: Circle the correct answer.

1. Of the five types af electric lamps covered in this package,
the one having the smallest base would be

a. mogul
c. intermediate

b.
d.

medium
candelabra

I

2. Draw an illustration of one of the 5 types of electric
lamps studied in the package. >Be sure to include the name
of the: lamp type drawn.

'3. The operating principal of an electric lamp does not depend
bn which of the following.

,a. tungen filament b. argon gas

c. vacuated glassbuib d. high amperage

4. The operating principle of a three-way lamp depends on which

of the following choices.

, a. two filaments b. multi-base
d. 'very low voltagec. starting circuit

5. Which of the choices listed is not a major component of an

electric lamp?

base b. filament

c.. dialectric d. sealed' envelope

6. The filament isa major component pf an electric lamp. Its

function is which of the following?

a. remove moisture b. act as a getter-

c. complete a circuit d.` eliminate fumes .

A

7. Which of the following listed tools would not be required to
disassemble and reassemble an electric lamp.

a. pliers
c. soldering iron

b. hoist
d. screwdriver

,

-1-
o

\
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, ELECTRICAL APPLIANCE SERVICEMAN (MAJOR RESISTIVE TYPE)

0.

ELECTRIC LAMPS

LAP #1B1

POST TEST: VOCATIONAL cont. 'NAME

-8. When cheicking an electric lamp with an ohmmeter,' your meter
is reading whlah-cif_the /following?

a. voltage
b. watts

9. Disassemble an electric lamp.

c. amperage'
d. resistance

10. Reassemble an electric lamp; check for proper operation.
Instructor will evaluate.

J

..

tr

-2-
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ELECTRICAL APPLIANCE SERVICEMAN (MAJOR RESISTIVE TYPE)

ELECTRIC LAMPS

LAP #1B1

POST TEST: LANGUAGE ARTS4*--,, NAME

/1. See instrudto.for spelling and de'finition test.

a.

b.

c.
.

d.

f.

0

h.

i.

1.

n.

0

38
.
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ELECTRICAL APPLIANCE SeRVICE.MAN
(MAJOR RESISTIVE TYPE)

ELECTRIC LAMPS

LAP 411BI

POST TEST: MATH_ .NAME
_v

O

1. A lamp having.30' ohms resistance,used '440.5,watts. How many
-amperes does the lamp use?

2. A lamp with a resistance (hot) of 45. ohms is connected across

115. volts. Whatcurrent will the lamp receive?

.3. What presslite (vottage) will be required to force 2.875 amps
through an electric iron having' a resistance of 40 ohms?

././

4. A lamp that requires a current of 0.68 amps when connected to
a,circuit with.a potential (E) of 115 volts will have a re.l.

4 sistance (hot) of hbw many ,ohms?,

;3 9 \
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ELEC:RICAL APPLIANCE SEW10EMAN.(MAJOR RESISTIVE TYPE)

ELECTRIC-LAMPS'

LAP #1B1.

POST TEST SOCIAL STUDIES NAME

1. What is ,the ,purpose of the National Electric Code?

2. List the 'three types' of generatric plants.

b.

c.

40



ELECTRICAL APPLIANCE SERVICE$AN (MANOR RESISTIVE TYPE)
A

ELECTRIC LAMPS

LAP #1B1

,EVALUATION. fr,
NAME

The student can Date Completed Initial
oft

1. 'list and illustrate five types of
electric lamps;

9

L. describe in writing the operating
principles of an electric lamp.

3. explain in writing the operating
prindiples of a three-way electric
lamp.

'4. list five major components of an
electric lamp.

5. describe J.. writing the function of
each of the five major components of
an electric lamp.

6. disassemble en electric lamp.

7% demonstrate the.proper prOcedure for
checking an electric lamp* using an
'ohmmeter.

8. reassemble an electric lamp and check
for proper operation.

9. 'identify orally and /or in writing the
`s-: purpose of thy National'Electrical

Code.

10.. sDell and define a given list of
related words. Int

s

11. list 3 types of generating plants
that make electric energy available

tfto man.

12. demonstrate the ability to add, subtract,
multiply and divide by solving related
math word problems.

sow"
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ELECTRICITY

TASK DETAILING SHEET

JOB ENTRY - ELECTRICAL APPLIANCE tERVICEMAN (MAJOR RESISTIVE TYPE)

TASK: OVERHAUL AND uppak OF ELECTRIC COFFEE MAKERS

NO. ST-PS IN PERFORMING TASK
LEARNING

TYPE OF PERFORMANCE DIFFICULTY

1 Lists two types of electric
c'offe makers

2 Explains operating principles
of two given types of electric
coffee makers.

Lists five major components-of
an electric coffee maker

4' Explains .fUrction'S of five
major components of electric
coffee makers

Disassembles an electric coffee
maker

6 'Demonstrates the proper pro-
cedure for checking an elec-
I:ric coffee maker, using an
ohmmeter

7 'Reassembles an electric
'maker

ele-tric coffee maker
c4Ir c:yeration

the s.clIdmatic
of a percolator _tncr
-ype electric

'12

Recall

Recall

Recall

Recall.

Mahipulation

Discrimination

:Manipulation

Discrimination

Recall

Easy

Moderately
Difficult

Moderately
Difficult

Moderately
Difficult

Easy

.77

Moderately
Difficult

Easy

Moderately
Difficult

Difficult
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ELECTRIC COFFEE -MAKERS

/

1
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ELECTRIC COFFEE MAKERS

I: Directions

1. Read the entire package carefully. If you need help, see
the instructor.

2. See instructor for preteSt.

3. Complete thd learning,activities.

4. Complete the post test. -

A score of 75% is needed on the electHcal repair:
post test and a score of80%:is needed-on each of
the related post tests as evidence for successful
completion of this package.

II. Goal: To develop in the electrical repair student the ability
to disassemble, repair and reassemble the different
types of electric coffee makers, their major components
and proper operation of these components.

,III. Specific Objectives

The student will

1. list in writing two given types of electric coffee makers.

2. explain in writing the operating principles of two given
types of'electric coffee makers.

3. list fjve major components of an electric coffee maker.

4. ,explain in writing t4e.flinction of five major components
() an electric coffee maker.

3. disassemble an electric coffee maker.

6. usinl aT: ohmmeter, demonstrate the proper procedure for
checking; the electrical coTponents of an electric, coffee

7. rez,,semble 3r, electric coffee maker and check for proper

a

,,raw 'fa.? sr!'f,ematic circuit diagram of a percolator and
bre-r type.of electric coffee maker.

9. using selected references, research, identify and mark on
a given map 3 hydro-electric plarits.
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ELECTRIC COFFEE MAKERS

:II. Specific Objectives cont.

10. recall main points of a related report by identifying- and
locating hydro-electric plants on a given map of the
United States.

11. given a map of the United States, label the states in which
hydro-electric plants-are located.

12. demonstrate the ability to add, subtract, multiply and
divide by solving related math problems.-

ti
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'ELECTRIC COFFEE MAKERS

IV. Activities, Materials and Resources

1. On page 4 of this package, list.two different types of

electric coffee makers. Refer to How to Repair'Small
Appliances, Vol.1, pages 39-42 and Home Appliance Servicing,

pages 136-149 Tor this information.

/2. See the instructor for aid in viewing the film strip,
Disassembly and Reassembly of an Electric Coffee Maker.

3. On page 4 of this package, explain in writing' the operating

principles of two types of electric coffee makers. Use the

references, given in activity #1 as an aid.

4. Using the references_given in activities #1 and #2, list

in writing five major components of.an electric coffee

maker. Use page 5 of this package.

5, Using the references given in activity #1, explain in

writing the function of the five major components you listed

in activity if4. Use page 5 of this package.

6. Disassemble an electric coffee maker and orally name the

five major components of an electric coffee maker. (Coffee

maker available in shOp.)

7. Using theohmmeter, demonstrate the proper procedure for

checking the electrical components of an electric coffee

maker. (OhmMeter available in shop.)

8. Reassemble an electric coffee maker and check for proper

`operation.

9. 'On page 6 of this package, draw 'the schematic wiring diagram

of a brewer and percolator type electric coffee maker. Use

the references listed in activity #1 as an aid.

10. Pad theireport on' "Water Power" on page 7 Of this package.

11. Using the map of the United Stated on page 8 of this package,

Dut an X on the spot where each hydro- electric plant named

*, "Water bowery is located. Label each. plant.

Ibr,;,ry _for Peference material, locate and identify

3 .+.:;:tLonal hydro-electric plants. Mark each on the map.

13. Label the states where you have located hydro-electric

plants.

14. Solve the math problems on pages 9 and 10 of thistpackage.

13-
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ELECTRIC COFFEE MAKERS

Worksheet for Activities #1 and #3:

1.

TYPES OF
COFFEE MAKERS

/

..Nt 1,

2.

;1

-i

OPERATING PRINCIPLES
OF COFFEE MAKERS

i

.

3.

v

c

.47
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ELECTRIC COFFEE MAKERS

Worksheet for Activities #4 and #5:

1.

2.

3.

4.

COMPONENTS

.

FUNCTION

,

. .

.

,

. .

....""

Pr,

.

4

.1

1

.

,,,

..

.

,-.

1 .

.

.

.I..

.

Y.

1.,

.

.

.

1

.

..

-

.

.. I

.

.

f

w.

.

.

ft.

.

T

1

.

he

..

.

.

.

.

-5-
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ELECTRIC COFFEE MAKERS

Worksheet for Activity #9:.

veJ
.4"

.1

49
-6-

DIAGRAM OF SCHEMATIC.
WIRING OF A BREWER OR
PERCOLATOR TYPE
ELECTRIC COFFEE MAKER.

A
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ELECTRIC COFFEE MAKERS

Report for Activity #10:

N

WATER POWER.

The electricity we use to give our appliances energy comes

from far, away. Sometimes it comes from a waterfall in the

mountaihs. If there is no waterfall, then mAn4make one. They

dam up the river: The water they have stored behind the dam

runs,thrcugh pipes. There are many hydro-electric power plants

at dams' and waterfalls.
The machine that makes electricity in the power plants is

called a generator.
mere are many famous place's inthe United States where (

men turn generators with water power, In New York State, Niagara
Fallv,is a natural waterfall.that is used to make electricity.
In the West, mem dammed up ,the Colorado RiVer-and-butlt: a power

plant at Hoover Dam. In the South, Norris Dam makes power
from 'tae Tennessee River. .

I')

a

'4

e

-7-
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ELECTRIC COFFEE MAKERS

a

Worksheet for Activities #11,

'
. '4111;111011101111

1111

t,

11111111111

-8-
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ELECTRIC COFFEE MAKERS

Worksheet for Activity #14:.
Formulas:

I = W W= E x.I; E=
E ;

I
Ak

.1. A 1000 watt coff4 maker when connected to 115 volts will
take'how m4ny amps.?

.

.2. A 1250 watt coffee maker connected to 115 volts takes what
amount of current?

A

3. Acoffee maker consuming 748 watts when connected to a
circuit measured a current of 3.4 amps. What was the
voltage across tfie circuit?

.
, .

4. What are the watts consumed in a coffee maker circuit with
an e.m.f. of 115 volts a4a.a-curreag of 6.5 amps. flowing?
W = E x I. -

.

.- ', I

5. What pressure, in volts, is necessary for a coffee maker
circuit of 3.J00 watts and a current of 15 amps.?

_ W
I E -

6. What is the resistance of a coffee maker circuit that consumes
200 watts and draws a current of 20 amps.?

= HR
12

7. What is the current required in a-coffee maker circuit,having
a resistance of 7.66 ohms 656 1725 watts? ---

I

8. What is the cost of repairing a 3000 watt coffee, mjer
$5.75 per hour if it baked three hours to repair it.

52
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ELECTRIC COFFEE MAKERS-

Worksheet. for Activity #14 cont.

9. A large industrial plant bought 27 coffee makers for their
employees in order that they may enjoy coffee during a break
in work, If each coffee pot costs $8.79, what wAs.the
total cost?

10. What current will flow through a 1750 watt electrip coffee
maker when a pressure of 115 volts is maintained?

E

ti
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ELECTRICAL APPLIANCE SERVICEMAN (MAJOR RESISTIVE TYPE)

ELECTRIC COFFEE MAKERS

LAP #1B2

PRETEST: Oral and/or Performance NAME

1. List two different types\`of electric-coffee makers.

2. Explain the operating principles of a given type of electric
coffee maker.

3. List five major components of an electric coffee maker.

4, .Explain the functions of the fiVe major comporentS of an
electri6 coffee maker.

id5. Demonstrate to the instructor the proper meth of disassembling
an electric coffee maker. . 4

6 With the ohmmeter, demonstrate to the instructor the proper
procedure for checking the.electrical components of an electric
coffee maker.

7. demonstrate to the instructor the proper method of reassembling
an coffee maker and checking it for proper operation.

ir)17,--4 F:hrmatIc wirAna di .gram of a brewer and percolator type.
llectri(.- coffee maker.

' s



ELECTRICAL APPLIANCE SERVICEMAN
(MAJOR RESISTIVE TYPE),"

ELECTRIC COFFEE MAKERS

LAP 41E2

POST TEST: VOCATIONAL NAME
ti

Directions: Underline the correct answer or-answers.

1. Two of the following, type coffee maker were covered'in
thiS package. Underline the types covered.

. \

a. seep b. brOjl

c. percolator d. brewer-',.

. ;-

The operating principle of a brewer tyPe eleCtric maker
2 .

.

depends on which of the following?
\ ..
-\

1 \

a. blower fan b. magnet switch

c. heater-plate nose d. speader plat& ,

3. Of
,

the following four choices, three are not majOr comppnents

of an electric coffee maker. Underline the one that is.

a. blower fan
c. separator bar

4. The function of the lower .bowl in a brewer type electric
coffee maker is which of the following?

'b. baffle plate
d. pilot lamp

a. -create a vacuum b. act as a nose plate rest

c. support. speeder plate d. insulate the elements

5. When disassembling an electric coffee maker, you normally
would not use which of the following?

a., pliers b. screw driver

c. socket wrench d. hoist

6. Disassemble an electric coffee maker. Instructor will evaluate

performance.

vich\chcking the electrical compOnents of an electric coffee
make A, using, an ohmmeter, you-are checking.

a. wattage b. amperage

c. current d. resistance'

5,3



ELECTRICAL APPLIANCE SERVICEMAN
(MAJOR RESISTIVE TYPE)

ELECTRIC COFFEE MAKERS

LAP #1B2

POST TEST: VOCATIONAL cont. NAME

8. Reassemble an electric coffee maker and check for proper
operation. instructor will evaluate,

9. Draw an electric wiring diagram of both the percolator and
brewer type electric coffee maker.

oNNOM.Y.N.

-2-
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ELECTRICAL APPLIANCE SERVICEMAN (MAJOR RESISTIVE TYPE)

ELECTRIC COFFEE MAKERS

LAP 1f1B2
c .

POST TEST: SOCIAL STUDIES NAME

1. List 5 hydro-electric plants located in the United.States. Make
sure you list at least one plant which you learned about in your
research.

a.

b.

C.

d.

e.

. Name the states that each plant above is located in and locate
each on a map supplied by the instructor.

N

57 s.



ELECTRICIt APPLIANCE SERVICEMAN
(MAJOR RESISTIVE TYPE)

ELECTRIC' COFFEE MAKERS

LAP #1B2

POST TEST: MATH NAME

1. A 1200 watt coffee maker when connected to 115volts will
take how many amps?

2. What are the watts consumed in a coffee maker circuit with
an e4m.f. of 115 colts and a current of 12.5 amps flowihg?

3. What pressure, in volts, is necessary for a coffee maker
circuit of 1437.5 watts and a current of 12.5 amps?

2/ E = W
T

4. What is the cost to repair a 2500 watt coffee maker at $4.95

per hou't if it takes 2 1/2 hours to repair it?

5R



-ELECTRICAL APPLIANCE SERVICEMAN (MAJOR RESISTIVE TYPE)

ELECTRIC COFFEE MAKERSA

LAP #1B2

BVALUATION NAME 'I

.The student can Date Completed Initial

1. list in writing two given types of
eledtric coffee makers.

2. explain in writing the operating
principles of two given types of
electric coffee makers.

3- list five major components of an
electric coffee maker.

4. eplainin writing the function of
five major components of an electric
coffee maker..

'5. disassemble an electrid coffee maker.

6. using-an ohmmeter, demonstrate the
proper procedure for checkingthe
electrical components of an electric
coffee maker.

7. reassemble an electric coffee maker
and check for proper operation.

8. draw the schematic circuit diagram of
a percolator and brewer type of
electric coffee maker.

9. using seleCted references, research,.
P identify and mark on a given map

3 hydro-electric plants.

'10. recall main points of a related report
:,,7entifyina and locating hydro--

1,0tr'ic plants on a given map of the
!Itates.

I

-1-
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ELECTPTCAL APPLIANCE SERVICEMAN (MAJOR RESISTIVE TYPE)

EVALUATION cont.

ELECTRIC COFFEE MAKERS

LIP #1B2

NAME

The student can Date Completed' Initial

.11. given a map of the United States, label,
the states in which hydro-electric
plants are located.

12. demonstrate the'ability to add, sub-
tract, multiply and'divide by solving

. related math problems. s,

-2-
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ELECTRICITY

TASK DETAILING SHEET

JOE rNTRY - ELETTRICAL APPLIANCE SERVICEMAN (MAJOR RESISTIVE TYPE)

TACF: OVERHAUL AND REPAIR OF ELECTRIC HAIR DRYERS

,k4(t. c"pc, IN PEPFQRMING TASK TYPE OF PERFORMANCE DIFFICULT
LEARNING.

L.1.3 three major components
-.47 -an electrIc hair dryer . Recall Easy

- v

::.ttse:ribeslunction's of

aler-.-icalhatedryer
Recall Easy

Lisac.,qmbes Eiv:ele6tric
hztir drye r Mapipulation Eaty

Demons7.rates-the procedure
E'or ch,:,oklng the'motor of

el.:ctrlc hair dryer with Moderately
DisCrimination Difficult

1-,t:1,2-,ts?m1-. iyc an electric
ir :4anipulation Easy

an .A..:ctric hair 'Moderately

r oront,r ct7;;;tration Discrimination Difficuli
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'ELECTRIC HAIR DRYERS'

I. Directions

1. Read the entire package carefully. If you.need help, see.
the instructor.

2. See, i.structor for ket(-st:

3. Complete the learning activities...

4.. Complete the post test.

4 score of 751 is needed on the electi'ical repair
post test and a score of 80% is needed on each Of
the related post tests as.evidence for successful
completion,of this package.

II. Goal: To develop in the electrical repair student the ability
to'rqcogni7e the major components of electrical hair,
dryers and -their proper operation.

T T. -Specific Objectives-
,

The student will

1

al. list the three major components of an electric Hair dryer.

2. describe in Writingithe function of each major component
bf an hair-dryer.

3. Clisaosemble cl.n electric hair dryer.

4. using an ohmmcter, demonstrate the procedurefor checking
).1,-, motor of h halr dryer.

5. t7,!, hair dryer and check for proper

6. sn;l1 givon ist words.

7 wr2.t s.,nti:nt-es that :ificA the mainings of a givenilist of

...t. , 1' "

ti

xrr given list of words.{

1'' rin(! s7.ate in writing the use

G3.

4.ubtract, multiply and



"

ELECTRIC HAIR DRYERS
-

Iv Activities; Mateiials and Resources

1. On page 3 of this package, list three major components of
an electric h'air dryer. Use How to.Repair Small Appliances,
Vol. II, pages 51-63, as a reference for this activity.

2. On page 3 of this package, describe the function of each
major component of an electric hair dryer. Refer to the
reference given in activity #1 as an aid in completing this
activity.

3. See the instructor for aid in viewing the slidq film,
Disassembly and Reassembly of an.Electrie Hair Dryer.

4. Disassemble An electric hair dryer and orally nam e to the
instructor all the major components.

5. Usiri4 an ohmmeter and the proper procedure, check the motor
of an electric hair dryer. (Ohmmeter available in shop.)

6. Reassemble an electric hair dryer and check for proper
operaticm.

. ,
7. Learn to spell the words in the voca bulary list, pages.4-6

of this package.

8. Use each word in "Spelling List A" on.pages 4 and 5 in a
sentence that shows itemeaning. You may use more than one
word in eachiseritence.

9. Write a short: definition or a synonym for each word in
"Spelling ListB"on,,pages5 and 6 of thiS package: ,

1'). List the name and use of each electrical appliance in your
home that is not considered a kitchen appliance. Try to
thin{ of 'at least 3.

Solvc the math problems on pages-7 andill of this package.

4.1

6 4 ft.



4 ELECTRIC HAIR DRYERS

'Worksheet for Activities »1 and 42:

COMPONENTS

dors

FUNCTION.

,r

6 5
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ELECTRIC HAIR DRYERS

Worksheet for ActiViAes #7, #8 and 9;

1.

SPELLING LIST A

elaborate -

2. stowed

3. spatula

4. thermoolastic -1

\

5. circulation -

1"). epoxy -

7. resin -

8. intermittent -

9. commutator

10. ventilating .

II. rotor -

.../.1
12. armature -

-4-
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A

i,LECTRIC FIAT t2 ifigERS

Worksheet

13.

for Actiwiti

identical -

47., 08 an3 10 cont.

a

14". thormosta4- -

15. dut21ic-i-lte.-

16.-

r

spirals
a

17. vinyl -

,.

I. bonnet -

SPELLING LIST B

2. rarAolg

3. material ;.-
r

4. -

67
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ELECTRIC HAIR DRUERS

Wbrksheet for ActiVities i7, #8 and #9'cont.

painstakingly'-

9.. "professiondl =

4
10. "groove

.

117 concave

12. blobs -

13. brittle

14. collapse -

r

19. pliable

16. snip -

V

117. duct

8.
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7.:LECTRIC HAIR DRYERS

Worksheet for Act'ivity 411: 0

1. An electric hair dryer has resistance of 11 ohms and "uses

power at the rate of 1200 watts. On what voltage does tnis

h.it dryer operate?' \

volts =11kwatts x ohms

2. What is the net price of a hair dryer, list price $26.75,
disdoint

3. If an electric dryer radiates sufficient heat at an 8 amp.

load on a 110 volt circuit, what will the resistance be?

4. What pressure (voltage E) will be equired to force 10

amps. through an electric hair dryer having a, resistance

of 11 ohms?

5. What are the watts consumed in a circuit with an e.m.f. of
115 volts and a current of 9.5 amps. flowing?

.6. What pressure,in volts, is necessary for a hair dryer circuit

of 1552 vi,ett., .nid a current of 8v5lamps.?

.....-
-

7. What is, the current rquirt,d 111 a hair dryer circuit having

a reslq:alce ..:f1 1.6 rffiN ar1j 1380 watts?

8. -An (1ctr-7,11 derd the following parts at a 25;
,AL

Discount
P.,-r Unit Prir-e

1.

#

69

3.78

.'' ft.
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ELECTRIC HAIR DRYERS

Worksheet ifor Activity #11 cont.

9. A eledtrical repairman fixed 18 hair dryers in 33 hours

at aniaverage cost of $4.65 per hour for labor. Whak was

his total charge for labor?

/

10. If Le power, in watts, in a circuit amounted to (MOO watts,

and 41equal hair dryers consumed this amount of power, what
wouldbe the average wattage per hair dryer?



ELECTRICAL .APPLIANCE SERVICEMAN
(MAJOP RESIST:ATE TYPE)

E=TRIC HAIR DRYERS

LAP 41133

'RETEST: Oral and/or Performance NAME

1. List three major components of an electric hair dryer.

2. Describe the function of-each major component of an electric

hair dryer.

3. DisaSsemble an electric hair dryer.

4. Demonstrate the Proper procedure for checking the motor of an

electric hair dryer, using an ohmmeter.

5. Reassemble an elec,..ric hair dryer and check for proper operation.

4
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ELECTRICAL APPLIANCE SERVICEMAN
(MAJOR RESISTIVE TYPE)

ELECTRIC HAIR DRYERS

LAP #1B3

POST TEST: VOCATIONAL NAME

1. Uuderl:ne one of the following choices that is not a Major

component bf an electric hair dryer.

a. fan
c. buffer

b. heater
d. bonnet

2. The function of-the bonnet of an electric hair dryer is which

of the follbwing.
41.

a. distribute hot air b. suppress noise

' c. heat the d. create air

3. Disaslemble an electric hair dryer and name all major

components for the instructor.

4. Using an onmeter, demonstrate to thelinstructor,the proper

method for ch(,c%ing the motor of an electric hair dryer.

5. Reassembl_? an electric hair dryer and check for proper

operation. The instructor will check your work during

tae demonstration.

=J4
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ELECTRICAL APPLIANCE SERVICEMAN
00,,JOR RESISTIVE TYPE)

'ELECTRIC HAIR DRYERS

LAP 41E13

POST TEST: LANGUAGE -ARTS NAME

1, Sae instructor for spelling test.

1. 11.

2. 12,

3. 13.

4. 14.

5. 15.

6, 16.

7. s 17.

a. 18.

9. 19.

10. 20.

s.

2 Use each word below in a sentence that shows its.meaning.

thermoc1astic
O

2. circulation -

3. cnrrTius.: a

4. rc..,tor

7.

-1-
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ELECTRICAL APPLIANCE SERVICEMAN
'(i'-LAJOR RESISTIVE TYPE)

, ELECTRIC HAIR DRYERS

LAP 41133

POST.TEST: LANGUAGE ARTS cont. NAME

3. Define, cr.write a synonym for, each word below.

a. blobs

.4

b. groovr a

c. illustrating

ip

d. pliable -

molded

f. syn:hronous

a. cone -'1e

4 T 91(-:'tri7 the use of each. (Omit k5.tchen

App'

1.
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ELECTRICAL APPLIANCE SERVICEMAN'
(MAJOR RESISTIVETYPE)

ELECTRIC HAIR DRYERS

LAP .41B3

POST TEST: MATH NAME

1. An electric hair°dryer has a resitance of 10 ohms and uses

power at t11.- rate of'1322 watts. On what voltage does this

hair dryer operate?

. volts =../atts x ohms
t

2. What wAtage-'s;iill be required to force 12 amps.tWrotigh an
electric heir dryer having a reiStancef 9.6 ohms?

3. 'If an electric hair dryer radiated .sufficient heat at a

7 amp.l.oad on a 113 volt circuit, what will the resistance be?

4. What as the amperage required in a hair dryer circuit having

a wattag6 of 1450 ,Ind voltage of 115? .

-14
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ELECTRICAL APPLIANCE SERVICEMAN
(MAJOR RESISTIVE TYPE).,

ELECTRIC HAIR DRYERS

LAP 41133

EVAULATTON ;NAME

It

The student can. Date Completed Initial.
t

% 1. li;st three major components of an
electric hair dryer.-

describe in writing the functipn of
each major component of an electric
hair dryer.

3. diassemble an electric hair dryer.

4. using an ohmmeter, demonstrate the
proper procedure for checking the
motor of an electric hair'dryer.

5. reassemble anoelectric hair dryer
,

and check for proper operation.

6. , spell a given list of related words.

7. write sentences.showing the ning-
of a giv'n list ,..fs_f words. t

8. define, or write . synonym for, z;

Ig.iven list of words.

9. list 3 electrical appliances and
state in wri:ing +no use of each.

i0. demonstrate the ability, to add, subtract,
mult'ply and divian,, by solving related
math orobltms.

7 6

9
er.



4 ELECTRICITY

TASK DETAILING SHEET

JQB ENTRY - ELECTRICAL APPLIANCE SERVICEMAN (MAJOR RESISTIVE TY;E)

a

TASK: OVERHAUL AND REPAIR OF ELECTRIC POPCORN POPPERS

LEARNING
NO. 'STEPS IN PERFORMING TACK TYPE OF PERFORMANCE DIFFICULTY

1 Lists three major components
of an electric popcorn Moderately
popper Difficult .

2 Explains operatins,principles
of an electric popcorn
popper

3. Draws the internal electrical
04.an electric

popcorn popper

4 Demonstrates the proper method
for checking an electric
popcorn popper with.an
ohmmeter .

4
A

-5 Dsassembles an electric
nopcorn popper

4

Reassembles an electric
popc.orn popper

mesC.s oloctric popcorn
v,ppor c--)r proper operation

I

Recall.

Recall

Recall

Discrimination

Manipulation

Maniplation

Discrimination

Moderately
Difficult

Moderately
Difficult

Difficult

Easy

Easy

Moderately
Difficult,

t.
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ELECTRIC POPCORN POPPERS

04.

4

4.

t

o k: t.4.,too

.c6

1

ELECTRICAL APPLIANCE SERVICEMAN NAME
(MAJOR RESISTIVE TYPE)

LAP 41B4-

78
'Yr
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ELECTRIC POPCORN POPPERS

I. /10ixections
4

1. Read the entire package carefully. If you need help, see

2. %See instructor for pretest.
.

3. Complete the learning,activiel'es.
.

4. -Complete the post test.
° O

A score of 75% is rk,eded on the electrical repair
post test: and a score of 80% is needfd on each 'of,

c the. related post tests as evidence for successful
coinpletiori of this package.

. +1. .

. .1
1 II. Goal: To develo

i

in the electrical repair stildent.the abili:y

1
to disass mble, repair and reassemble an electric
popcorn.iopper arid' the proper opera4on of eac. major

, component4
1

.-

ITT. Spec,f'.ic Objectiv

,

The student will 0

1. pst three malbr components of an electric popcorn popper.

2. expain tn4,,:riting the operating,principle o f an electric
popcorn popper.

draw the inte rnal electrical circuit of an electric popcorn,

demonstrate the proper procedure for checking an electric
polworn vor,r)er, using an ohmmeter. -

sasom1)1--on popcorn popper.

reas.rf,J)=_-"an electric: popcorn: popper and chek for proper

- wrtting operation of two given types of ,
ri g-nenttinq plans. 6

P. t II I -,t r. 1.110d words.

t tli:1111 Velk

ti

*l!` 1. .111i! "es.'11) ; )1- i i I lo14 r,111 X11 ,;(1 c,nl

f e 0,1 i I / / i1(1.(1, , mull illy and fit v
to I 1,1 ' tt,a' tt !. 1'171:

-1-
7.9A



ELECTRIC POPCORN POPPERS

IV. Activities, Materials'and Resources-

1 On pag,a.3 of this package, list three major components of
an electric popcorn popper. Use as reference: How to
Repair Small Appliances, Volume I, pages 43-45.

2. See the instructor for,aid in viewing the film, Checking
and Repairipg an Electric eopcorn Popper.

3. On page 3 of this package, explain in writing the operating
prin,7iples of an electric popcorn popper. Use the references
given in activities #1 and #2.

4. On-page 3' of this package, draw the internal electrical
circuit of an electric popcorn ,popper. Use the references
given in activities #1 and #2.

...0

5. Using an ohmMeter, demonstrate the proper procedure for
____-checking an electric, popcorn popper. Instructor will

observe your work. (Ohmmeter-available in shop.)

6. Disassemble an electric popcorn popper. Check appliance and
tools out of shop tool crib. .

7. Reassemble an electric popcorn popper. Check for proper,
operation, Return all equipment to tp91 crib.

8. Using the libr.ary for references, write a one page report
on the operation of the steam- electric plant and the
atomic-electric generating plaht. Use page 4 of this package.

9. Learn to spe.11 the words'aisted on pages 5 and 6 ofthis
package.

10. Using the words listed on pages 5 and 6 of this package,
write 1.0 job related sentences.1

\11 Underline the subjects and circle the verbs in your 10,
k

sentences from activity, ;#10. .
.

/

t2. SolVc related math problems on pages 7 and 8 of this package.

t



ELECTRICPOPCORN POPPERS

Worksheet for Activities 41, 43 and #4:

MAJOR COMRONENTa

a.

b.

c.

OPERATING PRINCIPLE

DRAWING OFELECTRICAL CIRCUIT:

a

-3-

Si



ELECTRIC POPCORN POPPERS

Wonk.shet for Activity #8:4.4.-

t).

REPORT ON
GENERATING PLANTS

0

c

O

L
t

t

(4-



EUXTRIC F,T)PCORN POPPERS

'Worksheet for Activities i=9, E10 and #11:I

1... popular

2. especially -

3. version

4. recfulated.-

St Plehoratr

6. thermostatic

7. dwf;(-0.--,

a e-nntalner

.
n:. ceramic

so"

...1111

Z-

83

VOCABULARY



ELECTRIC POPCORN OPPERS

Worksheet for Activities 49i 410 and 41 Cont.

\

11. identical

VOCABULARY

12. accurate ly

13: duplicate

14. .exact

insulat'A - I

81;
s



ELECTRIC POPCORN POPPERS'

Worksheet for Activity 412:.

1 A corn Popper circuit connected to a potential (e of
115 volts and taYir,, 6 arrJs. clowing will consume how
many watts?

2. An 110 waft corn ropper when connected to 115 volts will
take t!ow many arms.?

3. What amount of current will a 9c0 watt corn popper take
when - onnected to 115 yolts?

4 -

4. A corn popper .hat requires a current of 7.2 amps: when
connecter: to a potential (E) of 115 volts will have a
c2sistance of .low ..74ane; ohms?

5. What is t ^e resistance o' a corn popper Circuit that consumes
632.5 watts and dra,::s a current of 5.5 amps.?

Tf the operater of a popcorn machine was ble-to pop 10 boxes
of noncorn even, five minutes, how m ay poxes of popcorn
woul,:l he be able to ma%e 1-n a week with an eight hour working
dAv? -

fl

7. nflnr-lrn wor%inc/ at capacity made 240 boxes
- 1.1 boxes of Popcorn wo.d1c1 13

4 :Iq' noncora throuah waste;

at

-7-

8
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ELECTRIC POPCORN POPPERS
. K.

.. .

Worksheetorksheet for.Activity-412 coat.

4

s

,

9. If it costi$6.75, to repair three popcorn poppers, how-much
would it cost to repair 13 poppets? -

- *
-.. .

I*
.

.1 A corn odpper c nnected to a potential of 115 volts and
having $.7 amps flowing'will consume how many,watts?

F.

)

N.

..

A

.,

,,

ic

*

%

t 6
.

. -8-

. 8'6

1

0

..-

.

*

.

t

.

,..



ELEr:TPICAL APPLIANCE SERVICEMAN
(MAJOR RESISTIVE TYPE)

5'7.,ECTPT POPCORN POPPERS

LAP ii1B4

PRETEST: Oral and/or Performance NAME

1. '-i5t thr,_!e major components of an electric popcorn p6pper.
;

Expain the, operating principles of.an electric popcorn popper.

.

3. Derlonstrdte the proper procedure.f9r checking an electric popcorn
ot2T)er, using an ohmmeter.

a. nicse,m::-.1e an electricpopcorn poppery

4
5. Rcassemble an electric popcorn popper and check for proper .

otieration.

t.

7,""r; electric circuit f aA electric popcorn popper.

A

8;

6



ELECTRICAL APPLIANCE SERVICEMAN
(MAJOR RESISTIVE TYPE)

ELECTA?It POPCORN POPPERS

LAP #1B4

POST TEST: VOCATIONAL NAME .

.

Directions: Circle the correct answer or answers.

1. ,Circle one of-the following that is not arajor Component Of
an electric popcorn popper.

i

a. container
c. ctramic blocks

..,
.

1 I
. .

b. heating element
a. magnet 0

".Y. Whrch one of the following.,is an operating principle of an
21t.'ct,:c popcorn popper?

s. Crush seating b. regulated heat
t:.. plate heat d. wet heat .

3. Check an electric popcorn popper using an ohmmeter.
( Instructor will evala ,e.

1. Dis mble an electric popcorn popper. (Instructor will
-..valate.)

. t

5. Reassetble an electric popcorn popper and check for proper
..

operation. (Instructor will, evaluate.) ''.
i 6. Draw the internal electric circuit ot an electric nopporn

7:c?per. v
..

1

. ,

8i
r

.._

,

,

,
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ELECTRICAL APPLIANCE SERVICEMAN
AJOR RESISTIVE TYPE)

.ELECTPIC POPCORN POPPERS

LAP 4=1E4

'POST TEST: SOCIAL STUD tES NAME

Briefly 'describe the operation of the steam and atomia-electric
,<-nen,!ting plants.

e

.22

,.

Sc)
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ELECTRICAL APPLIANCE-SERVICEMAN
(MAJOR RESISTIVE TYPE)

ELECTRIC POPCORN POPPERS

LAP #1B4

1POST'TES?: LANGUAGE ARTS

G \
. 1

1. ,- instructor for spelling test. .
. .

1

i. , ..t

NAME

Wr

CV

m.

n.

0

thc, 1 words 1)(,ve i in -.omplei_e sentences.

4

r

r

S.



ELECTRICAL APPLIANCE_ SERVICEMAN
'(MAJOR RESISTIVE TYPE)

ELECTRIC POPCORN POPPERS ,

LAP 43.34.

/

,

1

POST TEST: LANGUAGE ARTS cont.

f..

NAME

a.
,

s

3. Underling the subject and circle the verbs in the sentences you '4
"wrote in question i2.

, , \

\
,

,

.
.

a-

s-

.
,:.

. .s
.. .. -

% 2.
. .

A ft

,



ELECTRICAL APPLIANCE SERVICEMAN
(MAJOR RESISTIVE TYPE)

ELECTRIC POPCORN POPPERS

LAP #1B4

POST TEST: MATH 1 NAME

.
A corn popper connected, to a potential of 115 volts and

having.6.8 amps flowing will consume how many watts?'

2. If It costs $5.45 to repair four corn poppers, how much
would it cost to repair 17 poppers at the same rate?

3. What is the, resistance Of a corn popper circuit that con-

sumes 839.5 watts And draws a current of 7.3 amps?

1

4. A popeoxn operator lost 3 7/8%fof his popcorn through

waste. How many boxes of a 745 box total was this?

C1

C

92
I

Cro

t*,
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ELECTRICAL APPLIANCE SERVICEMAN
6'(MAJOR RESISTIVE TYPE).

ir

,ELECTRIC POPCORN POPPERS

LAP #1B4

EVALUATION NAME

The student can

L. list three major components of an
4/electric popcorn popper.

2. Explaid in writing the operating
,principle of an electric popcorn

4:)01PIP"r.

3.

0
.

dxaW the internali.electrical circuit
of-an electric popcorn popper.

0

Date Completed' InlidAl

, . / t

4. using an ohmmeter, check an electric
popcorn oopJer, a

,.,

i

5. disassemble an electric popcorn
popper. .-

F. reassemble an electric popcorn
popt)enand check for proper'
opvration.

v

7. describd the operation-or-two types
of .lectr:_cal generating plantS:

%4
g. spell a given list of related words.

write 110'sontences using a given list
r)!:

10. 'dentify subject and verbs in original
jo'..) related sentences.

.ce

domon',1*rae the abklity to add, sub-
7,1-'!plv'and

r'1.0'0"1 7W-!1 piolAems.

c.)

ti

93.

f)

Q

O



ELECTRICITY

TASK DETAILING SHEET

1

1

, 1

JOB ENTRY ELECTRICAL APPLIANCE SERVICEMAN

/ )

I

TP.SK: OVERHAUL AND REPAIR

Nfl. STEP:, IN PERFORMING-TASK

/

(MAJOR ttESIST'T\F TYPE)

OF AN ELECTRIC SKILLET'

LEARNING
TYPE OF PERFORMANCE, DIFFICULTY

Moderately
Recall Difficult,

0

Li t fol,:r major components'
of an electric skillet

Describes operating princi-
pl of an electric skillet

Describes the function of
each _4'. :he major components
of an electric skillet,

5raws ph /,:lectric circuit
0.: an electric skillet

;

Disassembles an iebtric
skillet

F' t^ electc skillet
with an ohmmeter t".(-ir shorts,
grounds and- contin,'ity

les an (.1 ectri c

is el;!ctric skillet;

V

o

9 1-

Recall

Recall

Reca4.1
Discrimination. .

ManiRulation

Discrimination

Manipulation

Moderately

Moderately
Difficult

Moderately
Difficult

Easy

Moderately ,

DifficUlt

Discrimination

tsy

:-odt/v.a; :y





ELECTRIC SKILLET

I, Directions

n.

/
/ 1. Read the entire package carefully. If'you need heLp,

see the insprtctor.
/ -

2. See.ihstructor fox pretest. o

.3..kComplete the learning activities.

4. Complete the, post test.
,

i°

.. score of 100%. is needed on the electriCal repair

.

post test, and';a-score of 80% is needed on each.of',
.the related post tests as evidenceforlthe successful

.----
completion of this package. -

,

P
I I

...-

II., Goal: To develop-in_th,e electrical repair student the ability\

to disassemble, repair and reassemble an electric
skillet. ,

TTI.. Specific Objectives

..,

The student will

1. list 4. major components 9f an,electric skillet.

:

cribe, inzariting" the operating prinOiple of ah

eceric

3. *scribe, in writing, the function of the 4-major components

of an electric skillet.

4. draw the electrical circuit of an electri-c /,skillet"

5. ,disassemble an electric skillet,

6.. using an ohmmeter, check an electric skillet.fo shorts,

crourds and continuity..

7. ?reassemble an electric 'skillet and check for proper operation.

8. spell, and pr flounce. a given 1:,t of related words.

1

7 -

1 . I- a i of re la teI=terms
J

match senon,ms with a given list of'words.

11. lis nouns from a group, r
.

elatdd words.
4,

1

4
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ELECTRIC SKILLET

TIT, Sbecific Objectives cont.

ro

:

12. report in writing on the origin of,efectricity used in
area homes.

13. demonstrate the ability to perform fundaineptal ipth. .

I

processes by working related-problems.

a

ww

.

1.

fi

9i

"t

s.



Ac

ELECTRIC S"'ILLET
-

Materials and Resources

1. On a separate sheet of paper-, list 4 major coelponents of
an electric skillet:' Consult now to Repair Small Appliances,

d Vol. I, pages 45-43.

2. Ors a separate sheet of paper, describe in writing the oper-,
'ating principle of an electric skillet. Use referdnce in

Vie.% film, Th e Reprir of an Electric Skilket. (Resource,Center).*

4. On a separat;sheqt.of paper, describe in writing the functioh
of egth of the 4 major components of an electric skillet:
Use "'references in Activity #I.

.

3. -Drat, the electric circuit of an electric skillet. .Use refer-
. in'Activity

.
.

6. Disassemble an'electric.skillet (tools and skillet available
in '&:op).

,.7., Demonstratsr4ke use of an ohmineter by checking an electric
skillet for shorts, grounds and continuity. (Ohmmete
avallable'a shop.).

3. Rea'ssemble an electric skillet add' check for proper operation.
(Return skillet and tools to crib-)

9. Spell and pronounce the words on pag es and 5 of this
.package. ..

10. Write definitions next to the wokds listed on pages 4 and 5
of this package.

11. Complete the synonym exercise on page 6 of this package.'

12.- Circle the nouns on pages 4 and. 5 of this package.

13. ' irite a :report tracing t e electrical' power used in your
hOme back toits original source.

14. Complete the math problems on pages 7,f0,in this package.

ti

-3-

9 8

do'
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ELECTRIC SKILLET

0 Worksheet for Activities #9, 10 and 12:

c.

neon -
7

. VOCABULARY

S

4:1

sensnd

alumihuth -

tubing

6

the'rmomeer

gkillet 1

source -

I

thermostatic

vessel -

contacts - 4

ridae

casting

1
-4--

.99
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ELECTRIC SKILLET

Worksheet. for ?ctivitics .:!9, 10 ana 12 cont.

tiny

VOCABULARY

plast4c

immersed

.-

unfortunately -

1

4

servicing

1.

4

mot)

1 0 0 .

t.

.*



ELECTRIC SKILLET

Worksheet =for Activity #11: SYNONYMS

Vatch the words in Column 1 with a synonym in Column 2.

(A synonym is a word with a similar meaning.)

A. skillet

.B. vessel

C. tiny

D. ridge

E. immersed

F. view

G. elempKit.

H. translucent

.kettle, bowl, etc.

.elevated part

dipped

part

clear

secured

fiying pan .

little .:.

I. unfortunately sketch

J. .seal&I unluckily

4

O

-6-

1 0 1'

41

O

4
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ELECTRIC SKILLET

Study Questions forActivity #14': .
.......,

. '. 1

1. Two electricians worked a tptal of 640 Hours on a job. Each .

c,;Or%ed on an 8 hour; 5 day week schedule. How man,y,weeks did
etch man work? , .:

f

r

2. A copper contact was insulated from its support with one piece.
of mica 1/64" thick, 2 pieces of fibre each 1/8" thick and 1/16"
press boal-d; the .copper is 3/4" thick.and/the support 7/8' t14,ick.
What is the total thickness of copper, insulation and support? '

.

ci

3. If an electrician worked 5 1/2hours a day on a certain job at
$1.75. an hour, what was his pay for e 5 day work week?

0

s

#

4. How much will.it cost to.operate an electric skillet that
consumes -.75 kw. {kilowatt) per hour at the rate' Of $.05 per,
kw: hr. (kilowatt hour)?

A

4 -,
.

t>

buyer was told he could purchase 70 screwdrivers. He needed
ten 4" lengths, twelve 6" lengths, .twenty 8" lengths and twenty
10" lengths. How many heavy 24" length screwdrivers can he buy
and remain within his quota?,

4

o
-77

.102 ;

f

^
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ELECTRIC SKILLET °

.

1

Study Questions for Activity #l4 cont.-
t

.

6. On electrical goods purchdsed for $4,500.00, a contractor was
allowed 3% off for cash. What was his total cash payment?

..'.

7

7. AAeircuit having 2 ohms resistance use-s,2;04-8 watts.
-amperes does the circuit use?

watts
_

-current = ohms

, ( .

8. *What would be the temperature of an. electric skillet in degrees
Fahrenheit if the centigrade temperature was 2000?

(F-32) 5 C = temperature in degrees(centigrade)
C = 9 when F = temperature in degrees (Fahrenheit)

a-

.

What pressure (voltage -EY will be required to force 4.5 amps
through an electric skillet,having.a resistance of 25 ohms?

at
= IR

9

p

-03



ELECTRIC SKILLET

,Study Questions for ictivity 014. eont:.

4

.t

16. What amount of wattage used in a single phaie circuit
drawing 39 amps of 220 volts with a 90'% power factor?

4-

P.P.. = power factpi-

' ,

v .

11. What would be the total cost to repair an,electric skillet, if
the fellowing materials-and laber'were.requifed:-. one control
rheoptat at $3.75, one thermostatat $5.39 and two hours of
labor at $2.50 per. hour ? /
------ '

.

.A`

C
4

%

:

NOTE: The diameter of some of the standard wire are as follows.
.

#10'= :102" fll = .096" . -#1.2 = .081":
#13 = .6724' - #12 =...,064" #16 =051"

.

12. 'How much 'Larger is the diameter of #11 wire then #16 wire?-

13. Is'a 410 wire larger or smaller than a #12 wire, 'and how much?'

ti

-9-
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ELECTRIC -cviLLET

.

j.

Study Oudstions for Activity #14 cont : Au.

. . 1 ,
.

,
14. A wire is 72 thousandths of; inch. in diameter.

wire is it?
.

. 1 .

; 4

What .number

ti

.15. Sometimes, in Ole manufacture of Wire, the wire is slightly
larger or smaller than intended. If you. measured a wire avid
'found it_ to be .079" in. diameter, for' what standard wire Size-
would you assume it was intended?

C

e

..

1.

U.

6
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ELECTRICAL APPLIANCgSERVidEMAN (.MAJOR RESISTI4
, J

PRET E-ST: oral and/or Performance

t.,

"1., ELECTRIC, SKILLET, .0

LAP #1g5

9

'NAME .

.

. .

,..1, List 4 major component's of an eiectic skillet.
.

.:.

. , ..

.. 0
, t

. 1----rv.
.

2.! Orally, describe the operating principles o 'electric skillet.

,4

3. axally'describe the function of the 4 major components' Cf an
electric, skillet.

4,1 Draw the electrical

0ip

circuit of 0 electric skillet.
I.

.'t

Disadsembae an electric SkilIett.

. .1

, .

.-
.

.

6% Demonst.rate+ the proper method of checking an electric ski_llet
for shorts, grounds and cOntinuity with an cthmmeter.

. . ..,-, 1----

4 .

Reasseml4e an electric skillet'and check for proper operation.
e .A0ww wwwww

o

6

-";->4.06

-
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ItE.,CTRICi1L APPLIANCE k,RVICEMAN.(MAJOR RESISTIVE.TYPE)
. "- J A

ft

AI

f
ELECTRIC.S.KTLLET

LAP 17.B5 -....'/'I
I nl- : I

. .1 . %
.

POST TEST: .VOCATIONAL NAME' A* :! ..
tr --....%

.."'. .
: ' .

O
: 'Indidate the correct answer to theleft,of eech of .the following

Aluestbns, -

,

C,t

4,.
Nhich of the following chcics is -fit a major, component
of an electric

., *. 14 .

O4 heating elpment° -°----b.' sensing elemen? :t..

c. therthostatic control-
-d. reservoir ,

, -..- .

2. the principle of an electric skillet is best desaribed
by whiCh of the,following? " .4-

., --- a. 'high,frequency.ccoking
b:' sonic cooking
P. cooking by electric -heat
d. radiant cooking .

,,-
0 .

... s,,.:
.. .

3. WhickCf the foilowlng is not a major co amponent of an
electric` skillet? ,. ,

,

,

.
,

-, ,. .

1

1%.

a. thermostat
b. built in heaticns element
c. mounting mech4niSm'
d, bskIlIet cooking;surface

ft

. .
4. Theelectric circuit of_an electric skillet iet is which o

the'fcllowing? . .: % .
!,, .

I . 0 g,
series circuit
short circuit °,

c. parallel. Circuit.
t '. i:ch is not a' circuit

Li .144 ,

5. Which,Of the following tools would not be .used to.dis-
assemb1e or reassemble an electric skillet?.,

,
.

'a:. screwdriver
b - coMe alonb,
c-. _pliers, '--

., d.' hoiSt-

-1-

. 0

(
I.s.
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E.

.ApPIONcg 7$I.:42V14,MW(AAJOR,RU,ISTIVE
I.

/- ft!

ELECTRIC, SKILLET

.e ,

POS7...T=!: VOCATIONAL cOnt.

e

NAME

4

. .

0 ,

6. :if an. eledtrit ekillet'had a'shox:t circuit,
wodlcf.read which oftha foltOwing?-

a. 120 volt
b.` infinity
c. .- 430- watts

.

-4,-

d. zero

/
7. Disassemble all electric .skillet.

C

r

0

your ohmmeter

.4

Using, ariohMmpter, check an electric skillet for short, grounds
and continuity:.

,
.

0

RpassOmble an electric 'skiliet;,and check for proper, Operation.

Drawthe vdiectrical circuit of an .electric skillet:

,

s . 0

,

-2-
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EL. APPLIANCE SERVICEMAN. -(FirliOR RESISTIVE' TYPE)

ELECTRIC SKIL4T
r"

LAPi35

POST TEST: LANGU,AGEART-
,

. .

See in-structor for spelling. -and pronunciation test..
1

; h.

NAME

-4..

j,

'e.-. 0 1.
.. .

rc ITt:
.. --..1*1v*

,.
'..g. . . n.
. . -

Define -fa. of the- above worts.
.

e. -r

.1.
. 4

..
3: Write a synonym 'far, each ,of. the 'following- words.

view.

r
--b.. :-s-ea-led

4- I.
t

r.
r.

t.?



E.11.:,*CTRICAL APPLIANCE SERVICEMAN (MAJOR .RESISTIVE TYPE)

0

ELECTRIC SKILLET

LAP -#1B5

POST TEST: LANGUAGE ARTS cont. , NAME

c.' ictluckily

d: tiny

e. vessei

f..

-
translucent

4. List 7-words from questions #1,
nciuns.

a.

b.

C..

O

and 3 tliat cart be used as

e:

f

g. ,"
I

. 1

to

t

a

it-,4£

;
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ELECTRICAL APPLIANCE SERVICEMAN (MAJOR RESISTIVE TYPE)

ELECTRIC SKILLET

LAP g1B5

POST TEST: SOCIAL STUDIES- ,NAME;

1.

See the instructor for an oral test on your report,

6

O

j.

3

"

.r

'

1

I
O

. .
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EL1:,-.:2RICAL A?PLIANC SERVICEMAN (MAJOR RESISTIVE TYPE)

A
ELECTRIC SKILLET.

LAP #1.FS

POST TEST: MATH NAi1E .

A contractor purchased $6,575.00 worth of electrical goods. If
he was allowed 4% off for, paying cash, what was his total cash

- payment?

X

2. What Voltage would be needed to force 6.5 amps, through an
electric skillet having a resistance of 30:5 ohms?

, ,
3. three electritians worked a total of 66 hours to complete a

job, how much did'dach man make off of the job if they were
being paid $3!55 pe,bour?

E=IR °

An appliance serviceman purchased the 'following items: three-
thermostats at $4.75 each,s 5 rheostats- at $5.35 each, one heating,
element at $6.40, and twenty feet of electrical line cordiat
$.23 per toot.-,Nhatwas.the total cost of his bill?

rr

-1-
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EIITRICAL APPLIANCE SERVICEMAN (!AJoR RESISTIVE.1tYPE)

P'

*POST TEST: 1,10TH cont.

ELECTRIC SKILLET

LAP #1B5

NAME

5. What is'Ehp amount of wattage used A a circuit drawing 17'amps.
at 110 vOlts with.,an SO% power-factor.'

=ExIxP.F,

.

6. If #10 wire has a diameter 'of .102" and #l4 ha s a diameter of
.064", how much larger will the'#10 wire be?

es

. ,
7. If an electric ssillet consumes-35 kw. (kilowatt) Per hour

at the cost of'$.05 per kw. hr. (kilowatt hour), hbw much would
it cost to operate the skillet for 12.houx.s?-

. If an appliance ,,serviceman bought six screwdrivers for $25.00,
.how much did .he gay_fOx each screwdfiver?

V

1.13
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4 4ELECTR:LAL AM1ANCE-SERVICEMAN (MAJOR RESISTIVE TYPE)

EVALUATION

The student can

1. list 4 :major components of an
electric skillet.

ELECTRIC SKILLET

LAP 41135

2 describe,in writing, the operating
principle c5 an electric' skillet.

describe, in writing, the function
of. the 4 major components of an'
electric skillet.

4. draw the electrical cixduit.of an
electric skillet.

5. disassemble an electric skillet.

6. using an ohrhmeter, cheCk,an electric
skillet for shorts., grounds And
continuity. .

7. 'reassemble an electric skillet. and
checsk for proper operation.

8. spell and pronounce a given list of
related words. ;

9.''define a given list of related terms,

10: matcti synonyms with a given litt of
words.

11. list nount from a group of job
related words.

12. report in writing .on the originof
electricity used in .area.homes.

13. demonstrate the ability to periorm
fundamental math' processes by
-working related problems.

1i4

P

NAME

Date. Completed Initial

4
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ELECTRICITY

? r

TASK DETAILING SHEET

ENrily - ELECTRICAL APPLIANCE SERVICEMAN (MAJOR RESISTIVE TY.143g,.
'N

TASK:. OVERHAUL AND.REPAIR OF AN ELECTRIC WAFFLE IRON

%TO. S'..'EPS IN PERFORMING TASK TYPE OF PERFORMANCE.

- ,

'Identifies five :major Comr
oonnts *o&an electric-
waffle,iron and the'
functions' of each Recall

. Disassmbles.an electric
'waffle iron Manipulation
.

3 Tests with an- ohmmeter .

tht. electricalcomoonents
of an electric waefle

A

iron

.Reassembles an electric

Disd'riminatkon

waffle iron
- Manipulation

8
5'' Tests an electric waffle

iron for proper operation Discrimination

,Drawt electrical circuit
r)f. ar electric waffle iron

115,

.Manipulation

ti

LEARN/NG
..

I DFFTCULTY

Moderaely
Difficult

Easy

Difficult+

,,Easy

Modesrately
Difficult.

Difficult



ELECTRIC WAFFLE IRON:

;

ELECTRICAL APPLIANCE SERVICEMAN NAME
(MAJOR RE,',ISTIYF:r TYPE)

LAP* .#186

11-6
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ELECTRIC WAFFLE IA 14 .

4

I. Directions

1. Read t'."e entire package carefully. yoUneedheip, see '
the instructor.

2. See ;_nstructor forpr:test.

3. Complete the learning activities.

4. Complete the posttest.

A score of75%_ is needed'on the electrical 'repair
post test .and a score of 80% is needed on each.of
the related-post-tests as eVidence for successful
compl.etion of package.-

II._ Goal: To develop in the electrical repair student the ability
to disassemble, repair and reassemble electric.wafile

-j.rans and their proper operation.

III..

.'

,

1,S3ec2:fie'Objectives

The student will,

list five major components of an electric waffle iron.

2. describe the function of eacb.major component of an
electric waffle

3. disassemble an electric waffle iron.

fr

4. demonstrate the proper method for checking the major
electrical components of an electric waffle. i.ron with an
ohmmeter,

5. draW the electrical circuit of an elect-rid waffle iron.

6. reasstrible an eledqic waffle, iron; chedE proper operation.

ipc?.11 a given list of j1:111 related words.

8. ate a report oh .a given person in the electrical field.

9. 'uSPIg 'report on Samuel Morse, identify the adjectives.

'10.'.demonstra the ability to add, subtract, multiply and
divide by co outing related math word problems. .

1.17,
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ELECTRIC WAFFLE-IRON

Activities, Materi'alg and'Resources-

. 1. On page 3 of this package, list fit major components of
an electric wafflej.ron Use Home Appliance Servicing,
pages 114-122', for referenCe.

3. Describ in writing the function el the five major cemponent.
of an electric waffle iron using the reference given in
activity 41. liSe.page 3 of this package.

'3. View the Lam, The Disassembly, Checking and Reassembly of
an- Electric Waffle Iron.

4. Disassemble an electric waff.le iron. (Available in ShDR. a..

5. ',.!.si,ng an ohmmeter4 check for continuity,, shorts and grounds
n all'elect:rical.components of 'an electric waffle iron.

6. On page 4 of this package, draw the electrical circuit .of
.anelectricyaffle iron.

7. .Reassemble an. electric waffle iron and check fdr proper
operation. Return appliance .and equipment to tool crib.

8. .._Using page 5 of this package, Write a one Rage report on one
of the following men: \

James Clerk Maxwell
Heinrich Rudolf Hertz

9. Spell the words on pages 6 and 7 of this package.
- ,

14. Read and study the report on u,Samt. Morse on page 8 of this
package. - . .

. . .
i .

. .

11. 'jnderline all the adjectives in-the report on "Samuel Morse."
Do not underline the articles, the, an, and a. ,

,

NOTE: If you need help, see the instKuctonTor an English
package oradjectives:

12. wcrk the related math word problems on pages 9-11 of this
package.
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:ELE*CTRIC, W3FFLE IRON

Worksheet. for Activities #1 and .#2:

2
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EL"R1C WAFFLE IRON

Worksheet for
1

a

a

a

120

-4-

yE

qta,

bIAGRAM'OTZ THE
ELECTRIOAL CIRCUIT. OF,

"AP, WAV110 IRON.

\

O
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ELECTRIC WAFFLE IRON
/ r*

-Worksheet for Activity #9:

1. typic41

1,-
mechanisM.,

3. .guardian

.4
4.. product

5., indicati

girdles

grease
*

8 batter

10. grids

11. ,reversed

12. interchangeable

\13. Shunt
.
14.t. differ

.15: commence

16. flex

warp

18. contacts

19. termination

-:207 construction

21. _Coefficient

22. pyroMetpr.

23. veqetAblo-

0. 4

121_

f.

VOCABULARY

4.

.
r,
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ELECTRIC WAFFLE _IKON

'Worksheet t-for Activity #9 cont.

24.

25:

26..

Ascertain

welded' 0 9

t-

bedded

:.

0

r

I

O
al

A(70c4BULAgY,

4

1.2,;

O

C

1,

.1

3 *

t
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ELECTRIC .WHIFFLE IRON

, Worksheet, for Activities,g10 and *11:

SAMUEL MORSE

(1791 -1872)

. . loung Samuel_ Morse was born in Charlestown, Massachusetts in
1791, lig was graduated from Yale College in 1810, and went to
Euripe'to study art. His pictures won manyiprizes.and he was
altra,sculptp,r.and a wri4er. Samuel became an art teacher in
the Collega of the City of New York, but he found hithself more
intsted in,electricity than in -art.

.

.

Morse had an idea that soundsicould sent out over electric
.

wires. The telegraph was a system of wires and electromagnets
that attracted .a piece of.metal. This attraction caused a clicking
souhd whenever (.=1:ctridity flowed .in the wire.

By 1835, he had set up atelegraph line in his room and sent
nis messages in a series, of dc5s and dashes w4ch spelled out words:
This became known as the "Morse Code." It is still used today..

Mor'Se was sure his telegraph could carry messages over very
long distances. So he went to Washingto to ask Congress to give
him enough money to,build a telegraph long enough to prove
hls_ =Lei egraph _ _ _ _ _ _

In,1843, he went to Washington and again begged Congress for
the money. He went home to wait for an answer and told his friends
that ne had lost ald. hope. But the next morning, a. man knocked
on his door.

. ,

"You've got the money! You've got the money!" he shsuted.

Congress had voted to give Samuel Morse $30,000 to buld a tele-
. graph line from Washington .'to_ Baltimore.

.-
y . ,

Morse built his telegraph line andson May 24,'1344, he tapped
out his famous message, "Wkat hath God wrought?" The message was
received in .41timore. His telegraph worked!''

Wires were strung all over the country. They carried news and
messages to all parts of the nattion with great speed. When.you
send or receive a telegramfreMember Samuel Morse who made.it all
possible:

-8-
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=ELECT -RIC WAFFLE IRON

'Worksheet for Activity 412:

A 500 watt electric waffle iron, when Connected to 115 volts,..
will tak,. how many amps of `current?

o

2. What would be the resistance of a wire having a lengths of
1032 feet and a diameter of 16.2 mils?

KL L = length in feet
R = d2 when d2 = diameter (in mils) squared

.K = a0.8 (constant for copper)

3.0 If 125 feet of wire costs$12.75, what w9uld 500 feet cost at
the same rate?

4. How Much current will flow through,a waffle iron that has a
resistance (hot) of 62 ohms and is connected across a 115 volt
circuit?

1

5. What p-essure, in volts, iJ necessary for a circuit of 1625
watts and a current' of 14.3 amps?

ti

124.

to



ELECTRIC WAFFLE IRON

Worksheet for ActiVity ii12 cont.'

6.: If the temperature o f a w affle iron was 185° F., what would
this, be in degrees .Centigrade?

1F-32)5
C = 9

A

-1

7. Find the load in kilowatts of a waffle iron circuit that takes
12.4 aMpskyith an e.m.f. of 115 volts.

E x I
Kw = 1000

P.. During a certWin Year, the monthly_consumptipn of current in
hourn a certain house was as follows: Jan., "45;

Feb., 40; A4.J?42; Apr., 38; May, 39; June,*47; July, 50;
Aug., 52; S4t;., 46; Oct.,, 41; Nov., 39; and Dec.,.51. Find

' the total kilPaatt hours expended during the year.
o

What would the total electric bill if they were charged-
9 5 per kilowatt hour?

9. What is the impedance of a coil with 3°-ohms of resistance and
12 ohms reactance?,

Z = impedance
A2 + x2 when R = resistance

X = reactance

125
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ELECTRICAL APPLIANCE SERVICEMAN (MAJOR RESISTIVE TYPE)

ELECTRIC WAFFLE IRON

LAP- #1136

PRETEST: Or?? Ad/or Performance NAME''

1. Name the five major components of an electric waffle iron.

2. Explain the function of each major component of an electric
waffle iron.

)
Disassemble an electric waffle iron.

C'

E

4. Check the electric waffle iron for 'shorts, grounds and continuity.

5. Reassemble an electric waffle iron and check for proper operation:
,

6. Ora% the electrical circuit of an electric waffle'iron.

126

71
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ELECTRICAL APPLIANCE SERVICEMAN-(MAJOR RESISTIVE TYPE)

EL1XTRIC WAFFLE IRON

LAP 11E6

POSTTEST: VOCATIONAL NAME

. .-
1: Five of the following are not major. components of an electric

waf'fle'iron; circle these five.

a. adjustment rcl
b. sole plate
c. transfer-shaft
d. thermostat

11,

e. mixing valve
f. float switch
g. trigget latch
h. grids

2. The function of the adjusting rod in an electric waffle
iron is which of the following?

a. allow clearance
b. degrees' of brownness

c. -level control
d. dashpot actuator

3 When disassembling an electric waffle iron, which of the /
following would nat. be used?

a. hac).:saw d. pliers
b. Phillips screwdriver e. anvil
c. come along

4. When checking the element of an electric waffle iron
for continuity, which of the following:instruments would
be used?

a.
b.

ammeter
voltmeter

.

c, amlirobe
d. ohmmeter

5. The electrical circuit of an electric-wa-tf4c-4-ron.i-vith
respect to its feed, is which of the following?

a. series c. parallel .

b. series-parallel d. no connection

6. Which of the following tools would not be used when re:-
'assembling an electric waffle iron?

a. screwdriver
b. pliers

t
c. small wrench
d. feeler gauge

7. praw the electrical circuit of an electric waffle iron on the
back of this page.,

127



ELECTRICAL APPLIANCE SERVICEMAN (MAJOR RESISTIVE TYPE)

ELECTRIC WAFFLE IRON

LAP #11446

POST TEST: LANGUAGE ARTS NAME,

See the instructor for a spelling test.

a. k.

b,- 4 1.

c.- m.

'd. n.

*e. o.

p.

g. q.

h.

1.

3.

S.

t.

2. Underline the-Aectives in the sentences belovi.

No modern factory, home or business could run effectively today

withOut some electricity. Each home ,and factory must have electric

wires and equipment arranged for their best use. Electiical workers. .

must install this electrical equipment while the building is being

constructed. The modern skyscraper would not be a desirable place

to work if electricity were not available to run the many escalators

and elevators.

As
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ELECTRICAL APPLIANCE SERVICEMAN MP;OR RESISTIVE TYPE)

ELECTRIC WAFFLE IRON"

LAP #1B6

p

. POST TEST: SOCIAL STUDIES NAME

State 2 facts about one of the following men:

James Clerk Maxwell
Hienrich Rudolf Hertz

a.

b.

2. Fill in the blanks.

a. Samuel Morse invented the

b. The system used to send messages over a wire is called the

c. The first telegraph message was sent in

(1744, 1844, 1944)
.

129
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ELEMc, JCAL APPLIANCE SERVICEMAN (MAJORRESISTIVE TYPE)

ELEO:RIC WAFFLE IRON .

LAP #1B6

P1ST TEST: MA:H Al ,k M r., . ..-.

. \
1. If 100 feet .of wire costs\$14.50, what would 450 feet cost at

the same rate?

1

2. A 750 watt electric waffle iron, when connected to 110 volts,
will take how many amps of current? ,

3. If the temperature of a waffle iron is 205° F., what would this
be jr. degrees Centigrade?

(F-32) 5
.

4. An applia7:ce repairman made the following charges on electric
waUle Iron: 41, $4.00 labor and $7.00 parts; #2, $4.95 labor
and $4.00 Parts; 03, $3.00 labor and $2.67 parts; and #4,
$5.20 labor-and $3.48 parts.

A. WhAt. was the_ total labor charged?

B. What was the total parts charged?

. C. WhT7t. was _the_totalof -a-1-1----the; charges?

D. W':-.at was the average cost of repair for a waffle iron?

B. If tae repairmanestimatee tfiat 32% of the total charge was
profit, how much profit did he make on the 4 waffle irons?

130
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ELECTRICAL APPLIANCE SERVICEMAN (MAJOR RESISTIVE TYPE)

ELECTRIC WAFFLE IRON

LAP #186

E_ VAL6ATION NAME

The student can Date Cbmpleted Initial

1. list, five maj or components of an
electric waffle iron.

2. describe the function of each mad..
component of an eledtric waffle iron.

3. disassemble an electric Waffle iron.,=

4. demonstrate the:Koper method for ,

checking the'Mai6r electrical com"
.ponents of,an e];eCXric waffle iron
with an ohmmeter.

5. draw the electrical circuit of an
electric waffle iron.

'reassemble an, electric waffle iron
-arid.Check for proper operation.

7. spell a given list of job related
words. A.

8. write a report on a .given person in
ths. electrical field.

9. usi%og a raport on Samuel. Morse,
identify the adjectives.

10. demonstrate the ability to add,
subtract, multiply and divide by
computing related math word
pro lens.

13,1
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ELECTRICITY
01

.TASK DETAILING SHEET

JOB ENTRY ELECTRICAL APPLIANCE SERVICEMAN (MAJOR RESISTIVE TYPE)

TASK: OVERHAUL AND REPAIR OF AN ELECTRIC ROASTER-BROILER

'NO. STEPS IN PERFORMING TASK
LEARNING

TYPE OF PERFORMANCE DIFFICULTY

1 Identifies five major com-
ponents of an electric
roaster-broiler and
their functions

2 Disassembles an ,electric
.roaster-htroiler

3 Tests with an ohmmeter the
heating element of an
electric roaster-'-broiler

4' Draws the electrical
circuit of an electric
roaster-.broiler

Reassembles an electric
roaster - broiler

6 Tests electric roaster
broiler for proper
operation

.61

4.7

132

Recall

Manipulation

Discrimination

Recall
Discrimination

Manipulation

'Moderately
Diffic4lt

Easy

Moderately .

Difficult

Moderately,
Difficult

Easy

Moderately_
Discrimination. DiffiCuIt'

4



ELECTRIC ROASTER - BROILER

ELECTRICAL APPLIANCE SERVICEMAN NAME
(MAJOR RESISTIVE TYPE)

LAP #1.137

V

133

.1

C
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- ELECTRIC ROASTER-BROILER

I.. Directions

1. Read the entire package carefully. If you need help, see.
'the instructor.

2. 'See instructor for pretest.

3. Complete the learning activities,

4. oMplte the. post test.
'

A score of 80% is needed on both-tice electrical repair
and related post tests as evidence for Successful
completion of this package.

II. Goal: To develop in the electrical repair student the ability
to. disassemble, repair and reassemble an electric
roaster- broiler.

Specific Objectives
.

The-student mill

1: list five major components of an electric roaster- broiler..

2: describe the function oi each major component of an electric
roaster-broiler,

3. disassemble an electric roaster- broiler.

4 demonstrate the proper method for checking he heating
elements Of electric roaster-broiler, Als ng An ohmmeter.

5. draw the electrical circuit of an electric roaster-broiler.

6. reassemble an electric roaster-broiler and check for proper
operation.

7. spell and define a given list of job related words.

8. framcir_eport on_Alexander -Grahem Bell, identify nouns,
verbs and adjectives.

9." demonstrate an understanding of a'report on,Alexander Graham.
Bell-by answering.teacher,selected questions.

10. demonstrate the ability to add, subtract, multiply and:
divide by computing a given number of related math word
ptoblems:

134
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ELECTRIC ROASTER:-BROTLER

;,

IV. Activities!, Materials and Resources

1. Read Home ,Appliance Servicing, pages 122-133. Lis4 fiVe
major tbtponents of an,e1ectric roaster-broiler on page
3 of this package..

2. Describe in writing the function of each previously named _

components-of anelectric roaster-broiler on page 3 of
this package. ,

3. On,page 4 of this package, draw an eleclric roaster - broiler.

4: View the film, Disassembly:and Reassembly.of an Electric
Roaster-Broiler.

5. ;Disassemble an electricnroaster-broiler.
-

6. Demonstrate the proper procedure fOr checking the resistance
of the elements of an electric roaster-broiler. (Ohmmeter
availaye in tool-crib.),

7. Learn to spell the words on pages.5-7 of this package.

8. .Write definitions for any words onliages
package that you do not know.

5-7 of this

9. Read and study the report on Alexander Graham..Bell,spages 8 and
9 of this package, and answer the study questions:on page 10

of this pa6kage.

10. Identify the underlined words in the report on page.s8 and.9

this package. Use the following abbreviations: n. = noun,
v. = verb, adj. = adjective. (See instructor for,English
package if you need help.)

11. Compute the related math problems on pages 11-and 12-of this
package.

of

-2-
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ELECTRIC ROASTER - .BROILER'
0 4

Norkheet farAetiVities #1 anti #2:

-COMPONENT FUNCTION

as

2.

4.

^

6

-4

5.
.

i.

,

-3-
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ELECTRIC ROASTER - BROILER'

Workshdet for Activity #3; DIAGRAM- OF THE ELECTRICAL
MIRING OF AN ELECTRIC

ROASTER-BROILER

C
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A

ELECTRIC ROASTER-BROILER .

. -

Woe:sheet for Activities 47 and #8:

roaster

VOCABULARY

ahscrptiori -

pnrtablp -

charaorPrisf-ir.s -

particular

reaulatinr, -

orPde4-ermined -

numerous

r.raCeSS -

czaqserolg.

cortvP.niPnce

0
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ELECTRIC ROASTER-BROILER

worksheet for Activities #7 and 48 cont. VOCABULARY

compon'nts -

separated -

asbestos -

lock washers

friction -

inorporates -

manufactured

porcelain -

essentially -

embedded -

-^4-icqe-4e

grooves

-

13.9



ELECTRIC ROASTER-BROILER

Worksheet for Activities. 47 and %8 cdnt. VOCABULARY

_nichroine

defective -

prod -

4

properties -

diameter

arbors

ceramic

inaccurate
.4

ry

calibrated

ti
ti

140.
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ELECTRIC ROASTER-BROILER

Worksheet for Activities 49 and 414:

ALEXANDER GRAHAM BELT!
. (1847-1922)

Three years after Samuel Morse invented the telegraph, Alexander

Graham Bell was horn in Scotland. His father was a famous teacher .and

his mother was an artist.- As children, Alexander and his brothers

learned a lot from their parents. The young boys were taught art and

music by their mother. Their father taught them science and how to

speak:well. They studied the Mouth, ear and throat to find out how to-

form sounds properly.

As a young man, Alexander became a teacher of speech and music.

When he was 23, he and his family moved to the United.States and he

opened his own school for the deaf in Boston,

While teaching, he became interested.in science and started experi -'

menting. He began to work on a machine that would carry voices' over

electric wires. He worked very hard and almost gave tip hope that he

would ever invent such a machine.

One day while experimenting, Bell spilled acid on himself. it

burned his arm and he screamed.

"Mr. Watson, Mr. Watson, come here! I need your help!"

Watson, his assistant, came running into theroom shouting, "It

works; I heard you over the telephone downstairs!" Alexander Bell

had made the first telephone call.

__Alexander-Bell formed' a
Cbtipany-toieti his invention, but no one

would buy it, so.he decided to keep the company himself. Within a

few years, telephone lines were connecting large American cities. By



ELECTRIC ROASTER- BROILER

Worksheet for Activities 49 'and'al0 cont. ALEXANDER'GRAHAK EEC. ,

1915, telephone line's.ran all the way across the country and many

Americans had telephones rh their %omes,

When Alexander Graham Bell_ tied, he Was buried on a mountain in

Nova Scotia, Canada.

minute-in his honor.

Every telephone in America was silent for one

-9-
A
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ELECTRIC ROASTER-BROILER

Study'Questions for Activity #9: ALEXANDER GRAHAM BELL

1. Alexander Graham Bell was born in the state bf,

in the year

2. Bell's father Was a and his mother was a

-Bell was well educated by his

4. In his youth, he was a teacher of

5. When he was 23, he.openedhis own school ft)

'children in

6. His experiment consisted of a machine that would carry

Over

7. He fotmed a to sell hiS invention.

No one would buy his coMpany, so he

9. 'By the year
entire United States.

, telephcne lines ran across the

10 How was Bell honored when he died?

-10-
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ELECTRIC ROASTER-BROILER

Worksheet for Activity #11.:
4

1. An electric roaster marked $45 was on sale at a 25% discount.
Find (a) the amount of reduction and (b) the sale price of
the roaster.

p = rb and 6 - p.

2. If $148 is the profit for repairing electrical appliances and
this represents 10% of.thE contract price, what is the contract
price?'

= r

3. John sold $1,600 -of electrical appliances ohe summer to help
pay for his school expenses. :Find the amount he earned if the
rate of commission was 15%.

p = rb
"t4Atte

4. If a broiler cost $65 and sells for $45, what is the percentof
reduction in price?

5. If the sales tax is 4%, what would be the tax On'a purchase
of $',75.95?

-11=

144
cd,

10
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ELECTRIC ROASTER-BROILER

Worksheet for Activity #11 cont.

6. Mary bought a broiler, at 34 1/3% off'in a reduction sale. If

She.paid $33.95 for it, what was'ihe regular price?

7. Fin the total cost plus tax on 8 electric roasters at,$64.47

'each.

.
\ . ,

8. Which is greater, 4 roasters for.$37.50 each or, 3 for $45.75,each?
.

tiow much greater? .

.

A

9. A certain electric broiler is 72% efficient. What is the:output

if the input is 1210 watts:'

10. What is the ratio of 48 broilers to 16 broilers?
results as a fraction.

rf

1.4.5

Express the
4



ELECTRICAL APPLIANCE SERVICEMAN (MAJOR RESISTIVE TYPE)

ELECTRIC ROASTER - BROILER

LAP #1B7

PRETEST NAME

1. List five major components of pa eleotric roaster broiler.

a.' d.

e.

2.. Describe td the instructor the function of the previously named
five major components of an electric roaster-broiler.

%

'Disassemble an electric roaster-broiler.

.Demonsrate,the proper. method of using an ohmmeter to cheA tht
elements of an eleqtric roaster-broiler..

Reassemble an 4lectric toaster-broiler.

6. Draw the electrical circuit of an electric roaster-broiler.

e

ti

.11

4 0

Pt

MI

4
4

1 4 1.

4



ELECTRICAL APPLIANCE SERVICEMAN (MAJOR RESISTIVE TYPE)
' A

ELECTRIC ROASTER-BROILER

LAP #1B7

POST TEST: VOCATIONAL NAME

1. Which' of the following is not a major component of an
. °electric roaster-broiler?

. a. side element c. circulating fan
b. thermostat d. grille assembly

2. Which of the following is the function of the cooking
well in an, electric roaster-broiler?

,

a. food placement
b: water storage ,

c. grease catcher
d. heat sole plate

3. isassemble an electric,- roaster broiler; name the major components
r the instructor.

.. .
.

,
4.' Che\ck the elements n Rof an electric roaster-broiler with ahmmeter.

\5. Reas Le'an'electric roaster-broiler and check for ,proper
. o

.

opera;on.
0 i*

.
.

6. =Draw the
N
internal electric circuit of an electric roaster-

broiler. .,
,

,

\i

II.,



ELECTRICAL APPI!IANCE SERVICEMAN (MAJOR RESISTIVE TYPE)

ELECTRIC ROASTER-BROILER

LA.P#1.B7

POST TES(C: LANGUAGE ARTS NAME

1. See instructor for a Spelling test.

a. n..

b. o.

t

c. .

d. q .r,

e. r.

f. s.

g; t.

h. u.

1. v.

k. x.

1. Y-.

m.
.

,
.

i
,

2. "Define(\,.. 20 of the words above.

a.

b.

c.

d.

148



ELECTRICAL APPLIANCE SERVICEMAN (MAJOR RESISTIVE TYPE)

ELECTRIC ROASTER-BROILER

LAP. #1137.

POST-TEST: LAUGUAGE ARTS cont. NAME

e.

.

, i.

j.

k .

1.

n.

0.

O

?;

14 9v
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ELE,CTRICAL APPLIANCE SEUICEMAN (MAJOR RESISTIVE TIDE)

ELECTRIC ROASTER-BROILER

, LAP ,k!1137

Itt

\*
POST TEST: LANGUAGE. ARTS cont. NAME,

.9;

p.

2 .

'L

q
r.

O

9-
v .

.

3. dentlify the Irnaerilned words heloW: Use n for _noun, v-for
frba), and adj forsAadjective,"

40 *
a . ,./7 .

10 one knows what tile, future holds in store. .Sc.ientists,
. '' =

engineer as, nd others1."... re I-Cf Trtany new sea for electricity in the.

.1
.

, 4 4 *near and distant;future. Some oft -these are alredy aval.l.a
:

4

educational television, radio faCsimile, a deNrice.to print newspapers
4 *t4

and pictures` inotr own homes, automatic cOokingwand solar-powered,

radios.

4/,

. ,

.

Large-sc.11e desalting of ocean water,..control of the,weatherf.and.

.. - . .

' more use of rocket propulsion so rrihn can travel saely tn spac.o are.--,--.
,

t, .

inthe foreseeable future. As these things hecome°.atailhble, electri-.
,.4 .....

, ,

city will play a bigger role._

. - 0
. ,

4

9
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ELgCTRICAL APPLIANCE SERVICEDW1 !MAJOR RESISTIVE TYPE)

ELECTRIC ROASTER-BROILER

LAP #1B7

POST TEST: SOCIAL STUDIES

.

NAME \

Alexander Graham Bell was well educated by his

) .2.'When Bell was young, his first job was as a \

Alexander GrahaMLBell inve 1:ed the

His machine .carried

5. -How was Bell hOncred when he' died?

O

over

1 ',.."J

1

It'

151
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ELECTRICAL APPLIANCE SERVICEMAN (MAJOR RESISTIVE TYPE)

ELECTkic ROASTER- BROILER

LAP .41B7

'POST TEST: luali NAME

i

1. Find the total cos plus tax of 6 electric roasters at $49%75
each. , 1

.1

. ,

t
i

-______----
2. An electric broiler marked $49.50 was on sale at a 15% discolpt.

Find the amount of the reduction and the sale price of the
broiler. .

3. If abr4leriwas boUght at a 20% discount sale and th-e sale price,
Was $35, whait was the regular price?

!

ti

4. If a roaste cast $39.50 and sells for $32.50, what is the per --x
cent of red tion in price?

152
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ELECTRICAL APPLIANCE SERVICEMAN (MAJOR RESISTIVE TYPE)

ELECTRIC ROASTER-BROILER'

LAP #1B7

EVALUATION NAME

The student can Date Completed. Initial
O

1. list five major components of an
electric roasterTbroiler.

describe the function of each major
component of an electric roaster
broiler:

3. disassemble an electric roaster-
broiler.

4: demonstrate the proper method of
checking the heating, elements of an
electric roaster- broiler.

5. draw the e*trical circuit of an
electric-roaster-broiler.

6. reassemble an' electric roaster-
broiler and check for proper -

operation.

spell and define a given list'of
. job related words.

8.. from a report on Alexander Graham
Bell, identify nouns, verbs and
adjectives.

. demonstrate an understanding of a
'report on Alexander Graham Bell by
answering teacher selected questions.

1d, demonStratet the ability to add,-sub-
tract, multiply.and divide by com-
puting-a given" number .of relaLed
math word problems.

153
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ELECTRICITY

TASK DETAILING SHEET'

rLECTRI(7A1. APPLIANCE SERVICEMAN (MAJOR RESISTIVE TYPF,)

TASK: OVERKAUL AND REPAIR OF ELECTRIQ RANGES

EI:EPS IN PERFORMING TASK TYPE OF PERFORMANCE
LEARNING

DIFFICULTY

7:::e:.tifias two types of
ranges

tescriryrs the operating
--princi,..,tes of: electric'
ranges

3 identifies five major.com-
,-onents o'71 an electric
range and theirofunctions

1sassombles an electric
rarga.

ti

Removes a heating element
.from an electric range
and tests it with an
ohmmeter

61 Reassembles an electric
rango,

7 Tests an electric range
_for rron r operation

Shp =Aectrical
for a surface

ng element

154

1.

Recall

Recall

Manipdlation

Discrimination

Manipulation

Discrimination

Recall .

,Discrimination

Easy

Moderately
Difficult

Moderately -

Diffilcult

Easy

Moderately
Difficult,

Easy

Moderately
Difficult

Moderately
Difficult

O
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ELECTRIC RANGES

ti

77,ECT7TCAL APPLYANCE SERVICEMAN
1 Si5TIVE TYPE)'

LAP 41138

155
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ELECTRIC RANGES

I. DirectZons

.

1. ,Read the entire package carefully. If you need help, see
the ,instructor.

F.

See instructor for retes,

3. Codplete the learning activities.

4. Complete the post test;

A score of 80% is needed on both.the electrical repair
and related post tests as evidence for successful
completion of this package.

_
TI. Goal: To develop in the electrical repair student the ability

to disassemble, repair and reassemble an electric range,

II:. Specific Objectives

The student will

1. list two types of electric ranges,

2. describe in writing the operating principles of an electric
range.

3. list five major components of an electric range.

4. describe in writing the function of each major component of
an electric range;

5. disassemble an electric range.

6. demonstrate the proper procedure for removing and checking
a heating element from an eleCtric range, using an ohmmeter.

7. reassemble an electrid range apdx.14.4a,ck for proper operation.

8. draw the electrical circuit for a surface element having
three heating positions.

9. Spell a given list of job related words:

'10.- define a given list of job related words.

11. write short repotts on menewho contributed to the field of
electricity.

12. demonstrate the ability to add, subtract, multiply and divide
by solving a given number of related math'word problems.

-17
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ELECTRIC RANGES

IV. Activities, Materials and Resources

1. Read Home Appliance Servicing, pages 195-233 and How to
Repair Major Appliances, pages 131-146. On page 3 of
this package, list two types of electric ranges.

2.. Mn page 3 of this package, draw two types of electric
, ranges. Use the references givenin activity #1.

3. On page 4 of this package list five major components of
an e.1 tric range and give the function of each component
Use th. references given in activity #1..

4. On page 5 of this package describe the operating principles
1 of an electric range.

5. See the instructor for aid in viewing the film, Removing and
Replacing a Heating Element in an Electric Range.

E. Disassemble an electric range, and orally name to the instruc
tor all majbr components.. (Electric range available in shop.)

7. Demonstrate to the instructor the proper method for the .

removal, repair and the reinstallation of a heating element
for an electric range; using an ohmmeter.

8. aeassemble an_electric range and check for proper operation.

9. Draw the clectriCal cireult for a surface element with
three heat pozitions on page 6 of this package.

10. Spell and define the words on pages -9 of this package.

11. Complete the matching' activity on page 10 bf this package.

12. On page 11 of this package, write a half page report 'about
both Guglielma Marconi and JamesAmbrose Fleming. Besure
to inc3ude their contributions to the field of electricity.

13. Compute the related math word prObibMs on pages 12 and 13
or this package.'

II
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ELECTRIC RANGES

Worksheet for Activities 41 and 42:

4

Types of Ranges

2.

Draw the two types of ranges below.

r

1

T

-3-

158.4.
1 I

s.

$4,

11.

P

ye



ELECTRIC RANGES

Worksheet for Activity #3 cont.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

r

1

.

1

i

a

.

COMPONENT
.

4:.

.

t

.

',.

.

.

t

. I

FUNCTION

.

. 1

..

co

. I

.

. ,.. .

r .

, . .

.,..

.

.

.
.

.

...

..

. .

. .

.)

.

.

1

.

.

.

1 s

1

1

.

e

.

6

t
II.

\
.

. .

t
i
.

.

,.,

.6
I:

.

. ..

.

.

. 1

*

4 .

-4.-
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ELECTRIC RANGES

Worksheet for Activity. #4:

,

OPERATING PRINCIPLES OF
ELECTRIC RANGES

fb
'Or

et

.11..

160



'ELECTRIC RANGES

Wackshqet for Activity

Draw a surface element with three heat positions.

.

4'

-

<

7

,

1

1,61 .

I



Nor.!-&-le. -or

essert-_all

CLECTR1

VOCABULARY

variation, -

metal 1

urn

ioratic-i

frequency -

neutral

nameplates

COIIE equenzly

uti T

162



ELECTRIC RANGE.

4 Worksheet for'Activity #10 cont.:

,1

netwO,A.

VOCABULARY

calculated -

equipped

7

instilateel

oven -

/ ohmic -7

dittribution -

'

I

composition -,

1

.

we

installation.

-8-.
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ELECTRIC RANGES

.Worksheet for Activity *In_ cont. VOCABULARY

L9000
Cr'

4:

'3

%.assumption -

watt

o

simultaneously -

:simmer

broil -

1

alloys

41,111..

-9-- .

.
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ELECTRIC RANGES

Worksheet for Activity ill: MATCHING

<2

Place the letters in column I next to the correct definition
in column

COLUMN T

A. composition

. B. melt

C. 'type -

D. wve

E, installation

the degree of electrific-ation

f,ixing in position

a mixture of'2 or more met

turn 'from a solid to a liquid

unit of electric power

F. 1900° F. happening at the same time

G.. assumption taken for granted
9

.

H. watt to cook by exposing te) direct heat

I.- simultaneously\ kind

3. simmer to boil gently

1:- potential 7 a type '''of hook-up

L. broil makeup

M, alloys nineteen hundred degrees.Fahrenheit

1.

f

16 5
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ELECTRIC R...MGES

I

1:orksheet for Activity. =12:

Quglielmo Marconi -
1

r/.EPORTS

/
/

/

/
II

I

1

i

I

/
i I

1

I

James Ambrose Fleming

i

I



ELECTRIC. RANGES

Worksheet,for Activity #13.: -MATH

1. Ho,. r'uch will it cost per hour to operate an electric range that
sumes .45, kw (kilowatt) per hour at the rate of $.04 per kw

hr. (kilowatt fiour)?

2. What would be the cost to operate the same range 2.5 hoUrs per
day for 21 days-if the first 20 kw. hrs. used cost $.05 per
kw. hr. and all over kw. hrs. cost $.04 per kw. hr.?

3. Tf.a screw measures 1/8" in diaineter.,._what size hole must a washer
-have--to be .006' Iatger than the screw?-

4

bri a'rancTe purchased for $185, a repairman was allowed 3% off-
for cash. What was the total cash payment?

c. Vlat would be the temperature of a range oven in degrees
(7ahrer.h?it) if the centigrade temperature was 200?

9

F= 5 (C 4. 32°)

167
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ELECTRIC RANGES

Worksheet for Activity #13 cont.. MATH

6. r_7 an elcctric range radiates sufficient heat at a 10 amp. load
on a 2:0 %:olt circuit, what will be the bot resistance?

E
R

s

What or7?sSI-e, in volts, is necessary for a"circuit of 1625
watts and a current of 14.3 amps?

.

E = I

.

8. What is the, capacity of a range oven with inside dimensions of
- 27" long and 24" wide and 18" high?,

9. Change 50° Fahrenheit to centigrade.

if

V = 1wh.

5

C = - 32°)

10, A repairMan charged 25% of the cost of repairing a range. If
the range cost $235 new, what Was the amount Charged for repair?

13-

168
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ELECTR'C APPLIANCE SERVICEMAN (MAJOR RESISTIVE TYPE)

ELECTRIC RANGES

LAP #1B8

PRETEST: Oral eidior performance NAME

1. Name two types of electric ranges.

'
With the Instructor, discuss the operating principles of an
,Ilectric range.

0

3. Name five r)jor components or an electric range.

4. Explain the function of the five major components of an electrid
range.

. Disaslemble, reassemble and check aii.O.ectric range for proper
ozP:ation.

6. Remove and check a heating element from an electric ranae,tising
an ohmmeter.

7. Draw the electrical-circuit for a surface element with three
heat positions. . , .

I p.

r

.1
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ELECTRICAL APPLIANCESERVICEMAN (MAJOR RESISTIVE4'TYPE)

ELECTRIC RANGES
- t

LAP *1E8
. _

t
. I 1

POST TEST: VOCATIONAL NAME
t

'

1. Which of the following is common to
.

1.1 types' Of electric
siranges.?

-
. J

a. current C. 'resittance
b. vOltage -:,. d. a, b anclec

. - .-
.

2. The operating principle p.f an dledtric range.is which of
the following?

.- :.

C.

-I .

a: heating a resistor
1 c., cheap operating cost

b. mild pilotrflam6 d. hard- to control hgat.

--
. ..3. ,;11-lich of the following

.
is.not a major component of'' p ,

el6qrid:rang -"- - .- ,

.r .

.a. bakin% .element c.. surface heating element
, ' b. broiler element d. flash tube

.!a
,

4. Th icfunction of the br8iler element is which of the
following?

1 ,

. a. boil eggs
b. bake a cake

c. char steaks
d. used for simmering

5: List the five major componOnts of an electric range and the
function of each component.

a.

b.

c.

d.

. Remove a heating elemdnt from an electrip range and cheek the
resistance of- the element with an ohmmeter. Record the resistance
reading.

170.
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ELECTRICAL. APPLIANCE` SERVICEMAN '(MAJOR RESISTIVE TYPE)
4

. ODST TEST:

'7.
r.

4,
ELECTRIC RANGES

LAP #1B8

VOC4TIONAL cont.- NAME

I

Didassemble and reassemble an electric. range and check forte,
propel.- operation,

1.

NOTE: If the student has aemonsi.rateef his ability-to
complete this activity, this question may he waived
at toe discretion of the instructor.,

,1 ,

2._ , - '',!'
_

8. Draw tne electrical circuit of a surface element having threeheat posAions. 4.
..

4

4,

C,

f

t._

t



ELLCTRIC.'.1., APPLIANCE SERV10EMANr (142JOE. RESISTIVE TYPE)

ELECTRIC'RANGES,

LAP '#11S8'

POST TEST: LANGUAGE ARTS

1. See the instructbr for a spelling
.

a.. k..1

NAME

b.

c.

d .

e:

.

9

0., '

f. .p.

g. cl
h. r.

s.

t.

2. Write a definition for 10 of the aboft 'words.

a.

b.

CS. 4,

d.

5 p

;I .

e.

1-72
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EL::,CTRICAL APPLIANCE SERVICEf4AN (1"1AJOR RESISTIVE TYPE)

ELECTRIC RANGES

LAP.- #1B8 4

POST TEST: LANGUAGE ARTS'coA. NAME

4

..

.r

,f.

4

4

g.

4

h 1

i.

i:.

r
I

. T.

.-2-

.173 4
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ELECTRICAL APPLIANCE SERVICEMAN {MAJOR RESISTIVE TYPE)

ELECTRIC RANGES

LAP #188

POST TEST:. SOCIAL STUDIES NAME

F

1. St- Eie 3 facts about Guglielmo Marebni.

b.

4

4

2: State 3 facts about .Jaltites Ambrose Fleming.

S2

b.
-111'

C.

3*.. Show a corrected copy of your report to the teacher.
.43

0
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ELECTRICAL APPLIANCE SERVICEMAN (MAJOR RESISTIVE TYPE)

ELECTRIC RANGES

LAP g1136

POST TEST: MATH Npmg

1.. If an electric range radiates suffiCient heat at 4 5 amp. load
ona 220 volt circuit, what will be the hot resistance?

. On a range purchased for $175 a repairman was allowed 5% off
for cash. What was the total cash payment?

*

3. What would be the teMperature of a 'range oven in degrees
{Fahrenheit) if the centigrade temperature was 103°

7-

r A

a.

A. whatis the capacity of a range oven with inside dimensions
of 24" long, 22" wide. and 20v 'high?

sik

175
I

ti

6



ELECTRICAL APPLIANC1: SERVICEMAN (MAJOR RESISTIVE TYPE)
, .

ELECTRIC' RANGES

LAP 414T8 r

,

1VALUMION NAME

e student can Date Completed Initial

.list two type. of elect-A:4C ranges..
,

describ ,.! in writing the operating
orincip,les-of an electric' range.'

V H
3. ist five major component of an

electric range.

4. -d scribe in.m34ting- the 1-unction -qf
ea. s1 major-component 4.h an electric

Thra ge.

5. disassemble an electric range.

6. demdstrate the' proper procedurelor /
and checking a heating e;

elemqnt from an electric range,
using; an ohmmeter.

7: reassemble an-electric range and
.check for proper operation.

8. draw tike elpctrical circuit for
surfaCe element having three heaing

I 1

9'. Spell agiven list of fob related
:words.

14.. define a,aiven list of job related
'words,

write short reports on men who on-
tri,itmd to theitaeld of electricity,.

12. demonstrate the ability. to addjsub-
.

mulhiply and,divide by Solving
- a givelt number of related math, Word

probleAs.

1
17 6

r.

i
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ELECTRICITY

. // .

TASK--DETAILING .sptET

JOB ENTRY - ELECTRICAL, APPLIANCE SERVICEMAN (MAJOR RESISTIVE TYPE)
\

ti

TASK: OVERHAUL.ANI5 REPAIR OF AN
ELECTRIC HOT WATER HEATER

,1
O. STEPS IN PERFORMING TASK

1 identifies two k.ypesof
electric hot water heaters

2 Describes the operating
principle of an' electric
hot water heater

3 Identifies fiyejnajor com-
ponents of an electric hot
water heater and their
functions

4 Remo yes the heating_elemntsr------
frpm an electric hot water
heater and checks with an
.ohmmeter

LEARNING "
TYPE OF PERFORMANCE DIFFICULTY

Reinstalls heating element
in an electric hot water_
heater

6 :Draws,the internal electric
circuit of a dual element
electric hot water heater

ro'

Recall

Recall,
.

Recall

- Manipulation
Discr,imination

Manipulation

. Recall
.Discrimination

177

Ir

Easy

Moderately
Difficult

Moderately 77.

DifficuA

Moderat9ly
Difficult

Easy

Moderately
031iffiCult
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ELECTRIC HOT WATER HATER

r.

' ELECTRICAL A PLIANCE SERVICEMAN . NAME
(MAJOR RESIS IE TYPE) ,

LAP ,# 1139

OP

78,



t ELE TRIC HOT WATER HEATER

I. Directions

1. Read the entir package carefully. If you need. help, see.the instructorf

2. see instmuctor for pretest%

3. *Complete the learning activities.

.4. Complete the post test.I

A score of 80% is needed on both the electrical-repair
and related post tests as evidence for successful

' completion of this package.

II..' Goal: To develop in the electrical repair student the ability
tb disassemble,-repair and reassemble an. electric hotwater heater:

IIP. Specific ObjectisTs-.

The student will

1. list km° types of electric hot water heaters.

2- describe in writing the operating principle of an electrichot water heater.

3. lift five majOt components of an electric hot water heater:

4:- describe in writing the function of each fiajor component
of an electric hot Easter heater.

5. remove thd heating;elements froM an electric hot water-
heater.

.6.. demonstrate the proper procedure for using an-ohmmeter toch.e"ck the te.sistance of the heating elements of an electric
hot water heater.

-

7. roinqtall the heating-elements in an electric hot water

1

°.-Iternal electrical circuit of a dual element
electric hot.watar heater. ,;

9.' ,define electrical repair.

.10. list.. 5 adalities that an electrical repairman must possess. -`^
q.k..

It

P.

179
it



ELECTRIC HOT WA' ER \EATER

III. SpecificObjectitaizs cont.

11.. spe11 a. given list of job relate words

f12. orally .define a given listlof job elated words.

13. draw 3 related geometric shapes.

14. . construct a vertical bar graph showi\g,the number ofelect/lc hot water heaters manufactured over a ten year

N

-2-
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ELECTRIC HOT WATER HEATER"

IV. Activities, Materials and Resources

1. Read How to Repair Apr Appliances, pages 209-218, and
Home Appliance Servicing, pages 158-173. On page 4 or
this package, list twp types of electric fiot water heaters
and the operating principle of both types.

2. DTa a picture of the two types of electric hot water
heaters named in activity #1.. Ue gage 4'of this package.

3. See instructor for aid in viewing the film, Removing, Testing ,

and Reinstalling Heating Elements of an Electric Hot'Water.'
Heater. E

4 On page 5 of this packagel,.list five major componentssofan
electric hot water heater, and their functional .purpose.
Use the references given in activity #1.

5 Draw the internal electrical circuit of a dual' element
electric hot water heater on page 6,of this package: Use .

the references given in activity #1.

6. Remove the heating elements from an electric hot water heater,
and check element for proper resistance reading, using an
ohmmeter. Record all readings. (Hot water heater available
in shop.) 4

7. Reinstall heating elements in electric hot water heatersand
check for proper operation. (Instructor will observe.)

A

8. Define "electrical repair" on page 7 Of this package.

/
9. List at least 5 qualities thht an electrical repairman. must/

.possess to become successful in work on page 7 of, this package.

10. Learn to spell the words on pages a and.9 of this package.

11. Define and learn the meanings of the words listed on pages
0
8 and 9 of 'this package.

r
12. Draw and'label an oval, a rectangular and a cylindrical'

figure on .page 10 of. this package.

13. Construct a vertical bar graph on page 11 of this package.
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ELECTRIC HO,T WATER HEATER.

Worksfieet.'for Ativities.#1 and #2:

N1

i 1

TYPES OE' HOT WATER HEATERS OPERATING PRINCIPLE

* 9
p

.0,.

'"*

DRAW A PICTURE OF THE TWO TYPES OF HQT WATER HEATERS BELQW.

4 t

e

44

I

4

-4-
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"ELECTRIC HOT ibATER HEATER

Workshet.for Activity #4:

3.

4.

: 1.,..

COMPONENT .

.

\

.

FUNCTION

.

i

-

V X

..

r

.

1

.

.

,

......,

r

.

.

fi

V

2.

, .
.

. )

0
.

11.

1

j

I
. ..

..

.

1

'

I.
1

0
I

.

1.,

.

i

.

C

.

:

A

A i

.

..

..

,

,..

A

.

.

.

..
1. I

4.

l

.
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ELECTRIC HOT WATER HEATER,

Wo.rkyleet.for Activity #5
.

DRAW AN INTERNAL ELECTRICAL CIRCUIT OF THE DUAL-ELEMENT ELECTRIC
HOT WATER HEATER BELOW.

1

1

a

-6-
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ELECTRIC HOT WATER HEATER

Workshee-7. for Activities *10 and *134 VOCABULARY

connected

energy

kilowatt -hour
6

trend

rural -

comparativelyN-
tt

manual -

. lonel -

3

' galvanized -

hydros4atice
0

:. .

I .., . .
_,.

i 1capacity - .

\

8
18:6 c

0



ELECTRIC HOT WATER HEATER

Worksheet for Activities *10 and ffll cont.:

channel

VOCABULARY

geometrical -
t.

flushing -

- sickle -

,tubular

life belt -

specifications -
- t

O

chloric

guesstimate -
C

11.

4

.5

0

PAI , .. t
4

,

.0 .s. .'' '
Nor )

/V.
18.7

a

1

.5
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ELECTRIC HOT WATER HEATERS

Worksheet for. Activity #12: GEOMETRIC SHAPES
,

g.

a

'1

.

(.3)

S.

g

0. a



ELECTRIC HOT WATER HEATER

Workshet ror ActiVity #13: :MATH

Electric hot water heaters manufactured in recent years were:

66,000 - 1972 ,22,000
37,000 - 1971 11,000
42,00.0 1970 9,000
34,000 1969 7,000
28,000 -1 .168,, 2.,000

- 1967
1966

- 1965.
7_19.64
7.1963

Usethe above information and construct a. vertical bar
graph below.
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ELECTRICAL APPLIANCE SE*IICE
0

eil

(MAJOR- RESISTIVE1 TYpE)

ELECTRIC HOT !WATER HEATER .

LAP #1B9

PRETEST: OFal and/or Performance
4 NAME

'

1. Name. two types of electric hot water heatet.

2,.' Explain to the'intructor the
hot. water heater.

3. Name fiVe major components of
explain the function of each.

DemOnstrate the-proper Proced
elementsfrom an electric hot
elements ,vath an ohmmetet.

\
Demonstrate the proper method for reinstalling the heating;elements in arrelectric hot\waer heater and check heater for.proper\operation.

operating-principle of an electric
'

an electric hot water heater and

ure for removing the beating t

/water heater amd_ohaakingboth

i
.

.

6. Draw the.internal electrical .oircuit fot a dual element 4ieqric, hOt water heater. '' .

t I

0

:

.0.

1,

.7,-Ayfrf

,

.
969 ,

I. 44 0

..

ts*

0.

4



/

ELECTRICAL APPLIANCE SERVICEMAN (MAJOR RESISTIVE TYPE)

ELECTRIC HOT- WATER HEATER

LAP #1B9

POST TEST: VOCATIONAL NAME

\

.
. A

1. Which of the following is` not a type of-electric hot.,water-heater?

/a. table top c. tank type
b. collsole type

/ \2, oFierating principle of a hot water he.ter is whichof the' following?
t .-

i .

a. h ating a resistor c. solar/i\pxposure

4

b. s opPingwater flow- pe-flli.me heating
.

,3. . Which1 of the following is not a. major coMpOnent ofacn
0eledt ic hot water heater?

a. t ermosat c. spiri ,soilenoidb. h_ating qlement v
.d. lunation b6x,.

1

4. The function of the junction box on an electric hotwaterlheater would be which of the following ?:

5.

.4

a.. s liang line to c/ 'relief
allAiante leads 'd. 'name

b trplace for circuit
.1) akers

Remove the heating elements rom an electric hot
check both elerrents with an ohmmeterrecoxd reaelement in healter and check electric hot v3ater h.

ropefationt: ..

, 1
,NOTE: If he student has demonstrated his a

cora Iete this activity, this ques4on
wai ed at the discretion ef the instructor.

vall;e
i
location

p3late location
c.

water heater,
ing, Reinstall
atcier for proper

ility to .-
imai, be

Draw the inter
heater.

a.

al electrical circuit foran e ectr.ic hot Vat.

4

191
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ELECTRICAL APPLIANCE SERVICEMAN (MAJOR RESISTIVE' TYPE)

ECTRIC ,HOT WATER_HEATER

LAP i1139,

POST TEST: LANGUAGES ARTS

1. Electrical repair i\s -

'NAME

]

1

0
1

1

2. See in _At uc or for a spelling test. el
1

a
j

b. k.

d. rn.

e. n.

g.

h.

P.
Yi

q.!

i. r.

3: Orally define any IA of the words above forr ttle.instructor.

e

0

I n



4

ELECTRICAL APPLIANCE SERVICEMAN .(MAJOR RESISTIVE TYPE)

ELECTRIC HOT WATER HEATER 4.
5'

LAP -#1B9

POST TEST: SOCIAL STUDIES NAME

List 5 qualities an electrical repairman must possess:

4.

"

a.

c.

e

41,

1 9 3*
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ELECTRICAL APPLIANCE SERVICEMAN (MAJOR RESISTIVE TYPE)

ELECTRIC HOT WATER HEATER '

P LAP*#1B9

POST'TEST: MATH cone.

2.

NAME

Draw the following 3 geom4tric,shapes.
.

-

(1) ,.oval

4

(2) Rectangular

C

(3) Cylindrical

4.

-2-
is
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ELECTRICAL APPLIANCE "SERVICEMAN (MAJOR REsIsTivE TYPE)

ti

I

EVALUATION

The'student can

.

1. - list two types of electric hot water
heaters. -

,

'.2. describe in writing the operating' principle of an electric hot water
..heater.

ELECTRIC HOT WATER HEATER

- LAP #1B9., .

3. litt fivd major comp6nents of an
electric 'hot water-'heater%

NAME

Date Completed Initial

4. describe In writing the function of
each major component-of an electric
hot water heater.

O

5. remove the heating elementS from an
.electric hot'water heater.

6. demonstrate the proper procedure for '

.
. lusing an ohmmeter to check thesTe-

Sistance of the heating elements
', of an electric hot water heater. .

i .

7. reinstall the heating 'elements in
an electric hot water heater.

8 draw the internal electrical circuit
of a dual element electric hot
water heater,

0." ee.5.ne electrical repair.

1 aualities that an electrical
pust possess.

a givenliit of job related
words.

-12. orally- defiffe a. given list of job
related words.'

-1-

196
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4 CI

,ELECTRICAL APPLIANCE SERVICEtIAN (MAJOR RESISTIVE TYPE)

. ELECTRIC IIIPT WA'Isy.R:HEATr

LAP .#

Ft
FZ

Fr;

$1"

tEVALUATION cont.

The student can

13. draw 3 related geometric shapes.

14: construct a vertical bar graph
showing' the number of electric hot
water heaters manufactured over a ten
year period.

.06

0

_

t

-2-
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0

NAME

Date Completed

.

Initial
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11.

ELECTRICITY

.

TASK DETAILING SHEET
. -

.0

. t r .

JOB ENTRY - ELECTRICAL APPLIANCE SERVICEMAN (MAJOR hESJ,STIVE TYPE)

.

TASK: OVERHAUL AND REPAIR OF AN AUTOMATIC CLOTHES DRYER
e

NO. STEPS IN PERFORMING TASK TYPE OF PERFORMANCE
LEARNING1

DIFFICULTY

'1 Identifies two.general_classes
Of automatic clothes dryers

2 -Identifies tdve essential : -
parts of aq automatic clothes

.drydr.

. 3. Describes the fudction of
five essential parts (if an
automatic clothes dryer

4 .Describes the operating
principle of an automatic
clothes dryer

Removes resis.tance!heater.
fromelect'rip autoatic -

clothes dryer.and checks
,with an ohhmeter

. ,

o

6 Disassembles an automatic
clothes dryer

7 Reassembles an automatic
clothes dryct

8, tests auttmat:17: clothes .,
cirycr for. proper operation

.ws thternal wiring'
of an .11.atomctic''

.

rte

Recall

Redail
',Discrimination

Recall

Recall

Manipulation
Discrimination

Manipulation
.

Manipulation

Manipulation
niscriminaLion

Recall
Discrimination

193'

. -

Easy

ModerAtely
Difficult

°

Mode'rately.
Difficult

Moderately
i
..
Dfficult

Moderately
Difficult

Difficult

Dj.fficult

ModeratcZy
Difficult

Difficult

14.
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AtiTOMATIV CLOTHES -DRYER

ELECTRICAL APPLIANCE' SERVVTM:r:
(MAJOR RESISTIVE TYPE)

LAP '411310

-
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AUTOMATIC CLOTfitS (*OWE?

I. I. Direotions
0.

.need
,

1., Read the entire package .carefully. If yoa need help, see
.

"
tthe. instructor-.

2. See instructor for pretest. . ..-

4

3. Compiete the learning aatimitieso 0.

:
4. Complete the post test. , =,+

..

. I

A sccire'of 80% is needed on both the eleArical rept4ir
post test and rela=ted post .tests as evidence fore
successful completion- of this package. .

, .

:.1,
r
11. ,Goal:. To develop in the electrical repair-student...the abilitit

-.
' to disassemble, repair and reassemble an automatic -clothes ?'.
-t

.

- . dryer.

III. Specific Objectives

I ' The student will

1. list two general classes of automatic clotheidryers.

2. list five essential parts of an automatic alotheS dryer.

3. describe in writing the function of the.five essential parts
of an automatic clpthes dryer,

4. describe in writing the operating pr.4.nbiples of the two
generalFlasses of automatic' clothes dryer's:

".
5. remove the resistance heater froin anielectric automatic

clothes dryer and check heater for proper bhmic value, using
anohmfleter.

, . .

6.
'

disassemble an electric and/or gas.automatic clothes dryer.

7. reassemble an electric and/or gas automatic clothes drier .

and 'check for proper oprlation,
.

.

.

8.%draw the internal wiring diagram of a tYpical automatic
clothes,4ryer. /

9. define, idetify and use prepositional phrasps in-job related

sentences. o - .

e

/

"

10. write a report on a given pe-tson in the electrical field..

11. compute discount and .net price on a given number *of related ,

'problebs.

200
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.

AUTOMATIC CLOTHES DRYER
_ .

IV: .ActivIties, Materials and Resources

!
. 1. Read Home Appliance SerUcing, pages 405433, and ffow. to

Repair Major Apviiances,*pages 107-130. On page 4 of
this package,.list two general classes of automatic clothes

'dryers.
,

, ._

2. On page 4 Ofthis package, liSt the operating prinait6IeS Of
the.two general classes of automatic clothes. dryers. Use
the references given stir. activity #1.

3. On page 5 of this package, list the five essen tial part
and their functions of an-atitdmatic clothes dryer. Use
the references given ,in activity -

,

4. See the .instructor for aid :n, viewing the film-, Disassembly
'and Reag?embly of an Automatic Clothes Dryer,

. 5. Remove the resistance heater'from an .electric automatic
clothes dryer.. Using an ohmmeter., .check the heater for
proper ohMic ,.Record all readings.' (Dryer land ohmmeter
available in sh p.)

Disassemble an electric and/or gas automatic clothes dryer.'
Identif3, And name for the instructor five\essential parts.
(Instructor-will'obServe.)'

7. Reassemble an electric and/or gas automatic clothts dryer
,and check for proper'oberatipri. ;:

.44a

8. On page 6 of this package, draw the internal wiring diagram
of a typical automatic clothes dryer. Use Home Appliance
Servicing, page 422, as reference. .

-

9. Write a.definition for "prepositional phrase" on page 7 of
this .(See the j.nstructom for ah-Eriglish-padkage------
a you ndekd

.

IT. Complete the exercise on page°7 of this package.
*4

11. Write a sentence using each preposlitional phrase below:

a. Ao the operation -

4
4 A a.

b. of a circuit 1

-2-
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41,

AUTOMATIC CLOTHES DRYER

X.Y. Activities co t.

c. with Bill

p;

of automatic washers. and dryerS
SSS

by.yourself

12. -Complete the exercise on page 8 of this package.

13. Write a report o n Niels Bohr. Be sure to include his -con-

tributions to the eieptrical field. Use page 9 of this

package.

14. CoMpute the .discount and net price of- related problems on '

page 10 of this package.

0

.1 a
.9

1 -

I
4

2 0 2 -Y.,

\

0

,
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St

e

ipTomATV.: CLOTHESDRYER *.-

. Worksheet for Attivites #1 -and i2:
-

°

GENERAL CLASSES OF DRYERS

,2

. -

r.

. ,
I "

OPERATING PRINCIIPLEi # \

-1:

A. ..1".' .,

"t r..

0

a
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.3.
AUTMAT1C CLOTHES DRYE 2_

A,

4

Woiksheet for ActiviyJI'l

O

V

.
.

ESSENTIAL.PARTS "1": .1 '
FUNCTION .

.10s..
0.. t 4
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AUTOMATIC CLOTHES DRYER .

Worksheet forActivity #8:

V

Drawing, of the internal wiring diagram of.a typical automatic
clothes. dryer

- a

r

0

-z

a

r.

4

r 2" 0 5.
.

aa

4

O

.



AUTOMATIC CLOTHES DRYER

Worksheet' for Activities #9 and #1(); PREPOSITIONS' .

Define "prepo 'sitional phrase"

0

Circle the prepositions in the list "below.

... ."
about Loin. after, in

c

:'

.
. abovet. the , likea

. . ,

and to around list

down ibai
,

. are of s'
f

except under below off
.

beside
1

-'two over go.

for wire. near into :

with red :.-rode -,.

.
e

by. .
during .

one /..

Learn the prepositions!

I

1.

- 7-
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AUTOMATIC CLOTHES DRYER a

Worksheet for ActiVity #12: PREPOSITIONAL PHRASES

Underline all the prepositional phrases in the paragraph
below.

.

The first step in the wiring of a circuit is the placement of

. parts where they are to be used in the complete circuit.' The con-.

nectingyires, must be cut to length and the insulation removed from

the wire ends. TO prevent "shorts," do not remove more insulation

thah is necessary to make a goodoconnection. Begin the. wiririg from

any convenient point in the circuit. Improper wiring by the student

can cause some of the parts tq be damaged when the circuit is placed

in operation.

1.

4

t

.

ft

O
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- - AUTOMATIC CLOTHES-DRYER

,

Worle'sheet. for Activity #13:

s.

. ..
.411.

Op

,

NIELS BOHR ,
.. _ ,

4-

.,.......ii

. ...., 4 " .

.,

II.
4.

c.

,

4
.1.

4 a

.

4

7
J

.

, 4

4

f'

4

1

4.

..

.-9-
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AUTOMATIC CLOTHES' DRYER

.WorKsheet foe.Activiy #14:
4

MATH

-

-Find the discount and net price on each ,of the,191lowing clothes
dryerS. _

no-
S.11-

4 > List : Rate of Discount Anount of Discount
Net -
Price

1.

2.

I-

$360:00

$183.00

$.150.00

12 1/2%

. 16 2/3%

C

25%

3

4., $400.00 20%

.

5. $1'68.00 33 1/3%

6

6. $520.00 15%

7. $250.50

$245.75 10%

j

9. $120,.00,

LO. $255.00

.4

5%

14 2/7%

.41

2.09

-1(1-

.4
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`ELECTRICAL APPLIANCE' SERVICEMAN (MNIOR RESISTIVE TYPE)
- .

1

AUTOMATIC CLOTHES DRYER

LAP #1B10

PRETEST: Oral and/or Performance NAME. .

1.. Name two general classes of automatid:cloihes dryers and theft:

operating principles./

2; Ndme five essential parts of.an automatic clothes dryet and
explain their functions.

3. Dertonstrate.your ability to remove the resistance lipater from an
electric automatic clothes dryer and check it with an Ohmmeter

I.

for prpper-ohmic VAIUe: .

4. Disassemble an electric and/or gas automatic Clothes dryet.
'(Instructor will observe.)

. .

5. Reassemble an,electric and/or gas automatic clothes cfryer and

check-fot proper operation. (Instructor will observe.)
..-

6. Draw the internal wirifig diagram of a typical automatic clothes

'dryer.

I

CP
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ELECTRICAL APPLIANCE SERVICEMAN (MAJOR RESISTIVE TYPE)_

AUTOMATIC CLOTHES DRYER

POST TEST:- VOCATIONAL!

LAP #1B10.

-NAME

1. Which of the following is not considered in the gener#1
classes of an aupolptatic clothes dryer?,

__-
a. electric c. gas
b., wind blown- d. refrigerant

Which of thb following is an :operating principle of
autdmatdc clothes dryers?

squeeiedrying c, wringer "drying,
'b. circulating heated air d. wind blown

P 3. When checking the resistance heaters of an automatic
clothes:dryer, which of the following is the first thing
that must be done' to the ohmmeter?

a. put selector on voltage scale
b. put selector a

pu selector on"R scale

4.. List live essential parts of an automatic clothed dryer and
their function.

b. 4

sol

-1-

211.
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ELECTRICAL APPLIANCE SERVICEMAN .(MAJOR RESISTIVE. TYPE)

17

UTOkimC-CrOTHES *DRYER

4P. LAP #1810

-POST TEST.: VOCATIONAL cont. NAME

5. Disassemble and reassemble an automatic clothes dryerand check
for prow operation.

NOTE: If the student has shown his. ability cbmplete
thiS activity, this question may be waived at the
discretion of the instructor.

6. Draw the internal wiring diagram of a typical automatic clOthes
dryer.

.
7-

-2-
.
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ELECTRICAL-APPLIANCE SERVICEMAN (MAJOR RESISTIVE TYPE)

AUTOMATIC CLOTHES DRYER.

LAP f1E310

POST TEST: LANGUAGE ARTS

1. What is a "prepositional phrase?"

J NAME

1

1

2. List 15 prepositions.

a.

b; j.
c. k.

d. 1.

e. me

f.. n.

g. o.

3e Write a sentence using each prepositional.phrase bolow.

N

a. with hiffi -

el

..1

h. -around the shop

ti

for cutting wire and other things -

213



ELECTRICAL ApPLihNcE SERVICEMAN (MAJOR RESISTIVE TYPE)

AUTOMATIC CLOTHES DRYER

LAP #1B10

POST TEST: LANGUAGE ARTS cont.

d. inside the automatic dryer -

NAME

4. -Underline the prepositional.phrases in the paragraphs below.

Pliers.are.indispensibie tools in electrical work. They can,

.cut, bend and twist wire into many shapes. Pliers have many different

/ .

kinds of jaws and special names,,depending on their use. Very often,

special pipes, or conduits, are used to protect wires under concrete.**,-,

These conduits must be-cut and bent with special tools.
. -

All good pliers ire made from forged Steel to exacting specifi-
;

4

cations. The handle some pliers are insulated with hard rubber.

214 4
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ELECTRICAL APPLIANCE SERVICEMAN (MAJOR RESISTIVE TYPE)

AUTOMATIC CLOTHES DRYER
, nwo

up.#1pip

POST TEST: SOCIAL STUDIES NAME

1. Show the corrected-copy of your report to the instructor for a
'final grade. 4

1

.

Answer oral questions on Niels Bohr. (These will be taken from
your report.)..

tr

4

-1-
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ELECTRICAL APPLIANCE SERVICEMAN (MAJOR RESISTIVE TYPE)

4 AUTOMATIC CLOTHES DRYER

LAP #1B10

POST MATH. NAME

1

1.. Find the discount and net price of each of the following-clothes

dryers,.

a. List price .of dryer = ,$205.15

Rate of Discount = 25%.

Amount of Discount

Net Price

b. List price of dryer = $300.00

Rate of Discount a 33 1/3%

AmOunt of Discount

Net Price

List price of dry'er = $185.00
4Rate of Discount = 20%

Amount of Discount

Net Price :..

216
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.ELECTRICAL APPLI ANCE SERVICEMAN,, (MAJOR. RESISTIVE TYPE)
-

AUTOMATIC CLOTHES DRYER

LAP #1BtO

EVALUATION NAME
Nt.

4 .

. .

The student can 'Date Completed. -Initial

ttqc5 geperar c,lasSes of autoinafic
clot,hes dryLeat.

list five essential pats of an
. automatic clothes dryer.

3. describe in- writing the function of
the fiveressential parts of,anauto-
matic clothes dryer. '

.

4.. desc ribe in writing the operating
principles of the two general, classes
of automatic clethe8 dryers.

5. remove the resistance heater from an-

electtig automatic clothes, dryer and
check heatersfor.proper ohmic value,
using an ohmmeter.

. 'disassemble an electric and/or gas

. automatic clothes dryer.

. reasSemble.an electric and/or gas
a.uteltatic clothes dryer and .check
-for proper operation.
s-

Awk
8. 1-5,,,i,the :.nternal wiring diagram .o

a typical automatic clothes dryer.

9. define, identify and use-prepositional,
parases in -)ob relate& sentences.

;

10, writi, report of a given person, in

H. compute discOunt and net price on a
giver aumber oE related problems.

..

fe,
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1.' Disass,mbly and Rassembly off an Electric Coffee Maker,
WymOre Vocational TeChniCal Centeri;Eatonville'e Florida.
.,

2. .Disic;sembly arid Reassembly_ of an Electric Hair Dr_Arf

'Wymure Vocatiorane7ETTCTIt'enter; Eatonville, Florida.
y.

3 The Ched., and Repairing '(:$ Electric PopcOrn Poppers, .

,

WTITTiVocatsieoal TechnicFgrCeftteri Eatonville, florida.

16 -A

.

4. Repair of an Ele.etric Skillet& WymorP VocAdonal Technical
. .

.. Center, Eatem,. Alie, 17loLida:..
.

'f,
.

4
-

5. Tho Lliasv,m1.91y, Checrldna and Rt_assem6ly of an Electric

7- WaffleIren. Wymore Vocational Technical-center',
Eatenv.illlorida. 1-

,,,

6. Di,lacqe-Tiblv rind Reasembl of an Electric Roaster- -Broiler,'
Vo?7.atLonal Technical. Center, Eatonville,'

. ,

7 RemevInc, lnd RotJlacing a Heating Element' for am-Electric ,
Wymer(-: A'oo..ttioa-.1° Technical Center,,(Eatonville,

/ . -

8. Renlving. Testing and Reinstalling the Heating ?lemens of

an Electric. Hot Water Heater, Wymone Vocational Technical
,CvnE777ETTETIVIlle, Plorida.'

, .

Y ilC Ti and Reassembly of an Autmdtic Clothbs Dr 6r,
----0170 Tw:a177;71"riI CvnEilr, ntonvip-o, , orida.
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